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Xcelite
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Crescent
Lufkin
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Weller, Wins
Xcelite

When you think about tools for a customized
tool kit remember these leading brand names
from Cooper. They ensure uncompromising
quality and years of dependable service.

They are designed to meet your unique ser-
vice, repair and maintenance needs. So, be
sure you specify Cooper Tools when ordering.

And don't forget, customized tool kits
containing Cooper Tools are available from a
selected g-o.ip of Cooper distributors. Don't
take chances on tools. Ask for Ccoper tools
or write for the name of the nearest custom
kit supplier.

Cresca

from Cooper The Toolmaker.
FA The Cooper Group
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Technicians-
RCA Flameproof Film
Resistors simplify your
replacement problems.

More and more technicians are switching
to RCA Flameproof Film Resistors. Here
are 4 important reasons why:

Many of today's circuits require
flameproof resistors.
High quality service demands high
quality replacement parts.
They're available in the popular
wattage ratings - L2, 1 and 2 watts.

Values run from 0.1 Ohm to 1.5
Megohms. Altogether there are 643
film resistors to choose from.

And, RCA's convenient, preloaded and
prelabeled Flameproof Resistor Kit makes
it easy to store and locate your resistors.

See your RCA Distributor for details or
write to RCA Distributor and Special
Products Division. 2000 Clements Bridge
Road, Deptford, NJ 08096.

RimFlameproof
Film Resistors
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About the cover Rayford Martin operates a Hewlett-Packard 122A scope as
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13sconer
news of the industry

EDS committee
chairmen appointed

The 1981 Electronic Distribution
Show committee roster has been
announced by Lewis H. Shuler,
Dixie Electronics, president of the
Electronic Industry Show Corpora-
tion. Shuler will be chairman of the
executive committee, which includes
three Show Corporation officers:
Timothy Coakley, Coakley Boyd
and Abbet, vice president; Frank
Vendely, Mallory Distributor Prod-
ucts, secretary; and Jack Kirsch-
baum, Cole Flex, treasurer. Kirsch-
baum will head the finance com-
mittee. Other members of the
committee include Eugene B. Chai-
ken, Almo Electronics; William G.
Little, Quam-Nichols; E. Jess
Spoonts, J.Y. Schoonmaker Compa-
ny; and Earl H. Twietmeyer, United
Radio Supply. Coakley, educational
chairman, will serve as Show
Corporation advisor on marketing
seminars, and will be the official
liaison with the National Electronic
Distributors Association, which is
responsible this year for distributor
education activities at the Show.
Welcoming activities, newcomer
orientation, and ladies program
arrangements will be organized by
Twietmeyer, chairman of the Hospi-
tality Committee.

As Publicity Chairman, Spoonts
will work closely with Show Corpo-
ration's public relations council,
Market Communication Associates,
on activities to stimulate Show
attendance and encourage exhibitor
participation. Spoonts will head a
special manufacturer -distributor -
rep committee with Lindholm and
Vendely, which will advise on Show
promotions proposed by the three
sponsoring organizations of the
Show Corporation.

Space assignments, the show floor
plan, housing and badging proce-
dures will all be coordinated by the
Arrangements and Registration
chairman, Robert R. Daugherty,
Swieco.

The marketing division vice
presidents will focus on specific
programs to stimulate exhibitor re-

cruitment and distributor participa-
tion in the 1981 Show. These mar-
keting vice presidents, and their
respective committees are: Chaiken,
consumer products vice president,
assisted by Show Corporation past -

president James R. Kaplan, Cor-
nell-Dubilier Electronics, and
Shuler; and B.R. Lindholm, general
line vice president, Melvin Elec-
tronics; assisted by Thomas V.
Surber, Howard W. Sams & Com-
pany; Earl H. Twietmeyer II,
United Radio Supply; and Donald
W. Yates, Radio Distributing Com-
pany.

For further information on EDS
'81, contact Electronic Industry
Show Corporation, 222 S. Riverside
Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606. Tele-
phone: (312) 648-1140.

Thordarson invites
technician comments

Thordarson Meissner has esta-
blished a review board to act on
advice received from service tech-
nicians. A postage -free reply card
will be packed with each Thordar-
son flyback and yoke. The card lists
several questions about installation,
replacements, and comments about
the product. Each month the review
board will meet to review the cards
received and take appropriate
action.

Technicians who purchased
Thordarson products prior to this
announcement may obtain cards by
contacting John Evans, marketing
program manager, Thordarson
Meissner, Electronic Center, Mt.
Carmel, IL 62863.

14th NEPCON WEST
expanded for 1981

NEPCON WEST '81, will be held
February 24-26, 1981, at the Ana-
heim Convention Center, Anaheim,
CA.

Plans for an expanded exhibition
in 1981 are in full swing, according
to Philip P. Ullo, executive vice

president of the Kiver Organiza-
tion, which presents the annual
event. Ullo indicated that nearly
140,000 sq. ft. of display space is
being readied to accommodate
exhibitor demand, to make NEP-
CON WEST '81 larger than any
previous show. A comprehensive
conference program to parallel this
expansion also is under develop-
ment, he said.

NEPCON WEST '81 is open to
all persons active in the manufac-
ture and test of printed circuits,
multilayers, microelectronic cir-
cuitry, semiconductors and other
devices.

For more information, contact:
Industrial and Scientific Conference
Management, 222 West Adams St.,
Chicago, IL 60606. Telephone:
(312) 253-4866.

1981 Sound
Conference planned

Preliminary arrangements for the
1981 Sound and Communications
Conference, to be held May 5-7 in
conjunction with the 1981 Elec-
tronic Distribution Show in Atlanta,
have been announced by William
Little, Quam-Nichols Company,
vice president of the Show Corpora-
tion sound marketing division.

The Conference, the second of its
kind, is expected to follow the same
format as the first Conference held
last May in Las Vegas. One change
for 1981 is the presence of a new
co-sponsor (with the Show Corpora-
tion) for the Conference, the
National Sound and Communica-
tions Association, formed as an
outgrowth of last year's meetings.
The 1980 co-sponsors, Electronic
Representatives Association and
Sound Publishing Company, remain
involved as endorsers and planners
of the 1981 event.

For more information about the
Sound Conference, contact: David
L. Fisher, 222 S. Riverside Plaza,
Suite 1606, Chicago, IL 60606;
Telephone (312) 648-1140. 0
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Now- two RCA
replacement guides
custom-tailored
to fill your solid state
replacement needs!

mu" MIN News

R.J. Hancock (left),
Publishing Corp.,
Seferovich, former Intertec president.

president, Intertec
with George H.

Hancock named president
of Intertec Publishing

The appointment of R.J. Hancock
as president of Intertec Publishing
Corporation, publishers of Elec-

tronic Servicing, Broadcast Engi-
neering, Video Systems and Radio y
Televison magazines, among others,
was announced in August by David
S. Davidson, director, operations,
consumer services, publishing and
home products for ITT.

Hancock joined Intertec in 1960
and had been executive vice presi-
dent since 1979. He succeeds
George H. Seferovich, who retired
after 32 years with the company.

Previously, Hancock was publish-
er of Intertec's Landscaping Grcup
of magazines and advertising sales
manager for various Intertec publi-
cations, including Broadcast Engi-
neering.

He received a bachelor of science
degree in advertising from Okla-
homa State University.

Seferovich's positions with Inter-
tec had included that of editorial
director of Broadcast Engineering

and Electronic Servicing magazines.
He created several other publica-
tions, including Video Systems
magazine.

Kevin Kious has been named
managing editor for Intertec Pub-
lishing Corporation's Electronic
Group magazines, Electronic Ser-
vicing, Broadcast Engineering, Radio
y Television and Video Systems, it
was announced in July by George
Laughead, group publisher.

A graduate of the University of
Kansas School of Journalism, where
he was editor of the 18,000 -circula-
tion daily student newspaper. Kious
most recently was news editor of
Boxoffice, a national weekly busi-
ness publication for the motion
picture industry.

Previously, he worked for the

4 Electronic Servicing October 1980



 Consumer

98 Industrial/MR0
RepAacemen1Guide

Sottd State Replacement Recommeadatiorte
CNee 161.000

To fill your solid state
replacement needs, see
your RCA SK distributor for
copies of the 1980 RCA SK
Replacement Guide, SPG-202Y
and the 1980 RCA MRO
Replacement Manual 1K6386.

For consumer
and industrial
applications
SK Guide SPG-202Y
1,100 SK replacements
for more than 161,000
domestic and foreign
types.

Especially for
MRO Applications

MRO Manual 1K6386
Make MRO replacal

ments right from your
shelf with 3,000 RCA -

manufactured JEDEC
and RCA Commercial

types.

SK Replacement
Solid State

For a list of SK Series
distributors write to Market-
ing Services, RCA Distributor
and Special Products Division,
P.O. Box 100.
Deptford. N.J. 08096.

Oakland Press, a daily newspaper
in Pontiac, MI.

John Obst has been named edi-
torial director for Howard W. Sams
& Co., Inc. Obst previously was
manager of acquisitions for Bobbs-
Merrill Educational Publishing.

F. Craig Huston has been ap-
pointed vice president, network
systems marketing, GTE communi-
cations products. He had been vice
president -international relations for
the group since 1978.

David A. Biddle, has been named
head of product planning and re-
search at TRW RF Semiconductors.
He was previously marketing man-
ager for Powertec.

L. Wayne Oliver, vice president
and directo:, marketing and busi-
ness development for ITT Cannon
Electric, North America, has been
elected president of this division of
ITT. He will replace James H.
Anderson who has been promoted to
assistant group general manager.

Also at ITT Canon, Robert J.
Trivison has been promoted from
vice president to senior vice presi-
dent anc director of operations.

John W. Markland, manager of
trade shDws for Magnavox Consum-
er Electronics, has retired after 44
years with the company, the longest
continuous employee service record
in Magnavox history.

Also at Magnavox, Ronald R. Belli
has been named vice president,
sales and marketing, audio division.
He has Deen in the consumer elec-

tronics field since 1970.

Jerry L. Earl has been appointed
regional manager for the Midwest
region, sales management, Leader
Instruments. He was previously
product specialist for test systems
at GenRad.

Joseph H. Scott, Jr., has been
named director of General Instru-
ment's corporate research and de-
velopment laboratory. He was di-
rector, integrated dircuit technolo-
gy, RCA.

Kenneth Piggot has joined B&K-
Precision/Dynascan as regional
sales engineer. Previously, Piggot
was a field sales specialist for
Gould. Li
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Industrial MRO

WM
DF h
test lab
Each report about an item of
electronic test equipment is
based on examination and
operation of the device in the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
laboratory. Personal
observations about the
performance, and details of
new and useful features are
spotlighted along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.

By Carl Baboake, CET

Figure 1 The Hickok model 240 video
generator can be held in the hand and
the sliding knob of the pattern -selec-
tor switch can be moved by the
thumb. Both RF and video signals are
available from this crystal -controlled
video/crosshatch generator.

The Hickok model 240 video
generator (Figure 1) has several
functions in addition to the usual
color/bar functions. A slide switch
(Figure 2) selects any of 11 patterns
that are available as video or a
video -modulated TV -channel RF
carrier (adjustable to channel 2, 3
or 4). A second function of the
on/off switch selects RF or video.
The signal exits at the RF or video
output jacks below the sliding
pattern -selector switch. Two varia-
ble controls allow adjustment of
RF-carrier and chroma levels.

Another output jack provides
vertical and horizontal sync pulses
for jitter -free locking of these video
waveforms.

Unusual patterns
In addition to the 10 color bars,

vertical lines, horizontal lines, dots
and crosshatch patterns, model 240
has six less common patterns
(Figure 3). The three color bars are

' the third, sixth and ninth of the
usual keyed -rainbow pattern. They

are useful for vector displays and
allow faster chroma evaluations.
The single cross is exactly in the
center of the picture where it
provides a standard for rapid
centering.

Perhaps the most unusual pattern
is a 10 -step change of brightness
that appears on the picture tube as
10 vertical bars ranging from white
to black. On a scope screen, the 10
steps resemble a staircase. This
pattern is excellent for testing
gray -scale tracking of raster b&w
tint and for identifying amplitude
nonlinearity in the TV receiver.

Other features
Model 240 measures 5-7/8 x

3-3/8 x 1-3/4 inches and weighs 13
ounces. A form -fitting plastic cover
(Figure 4) encloses the test cables
and provides protection against
damage. The size and weight make
the unit suitable for use during
service calls. A transformer -type ac
adapter is furnished with the gener-
ator, or it can be operated (15

Figure 2 A small reproduction of the pattern marks each detented position of
the sliding pattern switch. An LED mounted between the two variable controls
lights up on the horizontal -bars position to indicate battery condition. Three
jacks and a trimmer are at the bottom. The jacks are for RF, trigger and video
outputs; the trimmer adjusts the precise channel carrier frequency.
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Figure 3 These photographs illustrate several of the patterns: (A) Standard
10 -bar gated rainbow pattern has black bars between the color bars; (B) Some
color tests can be finished more quickly by observing only the third, sixth and
ninth color bars; (C) The crosshatch pattern has squares of equal height and
width, making height and linearity adjustments easier; (D) Ten steps of
brightness can reveal nonlinearities in videocassette recorders or TV video
amplifiers; (E) When viewed on a scope, the 10 -step bar pattern has a staircase
appearance; and (F1 The single cross is useful for picture centering.
Note: Any dim horizontal bars in the pictures should be ignored.

Figure 4 A cover, two output cables, instruction book and the ac adapter come
with each Hickok model 240 video generator.

hours for video or 30 hours with RF
oLtput) from two alkaline 9V
batteries.

Video signals are the standard
1VPP negative -going -sync waveform
that is standard for videocassettes
and TV broadcasting. Of course,
the video can be injected into
appropriate receiver video stages for
signal -injection tests.

Chroma and timing oscillators
are crystal controlled for excellent
stability. The channel oscillator is
adjustable to permit interference -
free operation in all localities.
Select a channel without a TV
signal and adjust the trimmer
capacitor for a sharp stable pattern
on the TV undergoing tests.

Comments
All functions and patterns oper-

ates exactly as intended Model 240
was selected to supply the generator
signal for the Electronic Servicing
RCA CTC99 series. Its operation
was satisfactory. However, a tempo-
rary problem occurred from a
peculiarity of the RCA tuning
system and -the 240 adjustable
RF-carrier frequency. About once
per second, the RCA picture
jumped rapidly to the left when
tuned to the generator frequency of
channel 2. Previously, the generator
had exhibited perfect stability when
connected to another television, so
the generator was not suspected of
having a defect.

The RCA CTC99 has a phase -

locked loop (PLL) tuner -control
system that accommodates cable
signals (or other non -FCC frequen-
cies) by adding AFC to override the
crystal -controlled tuning. Perhaps
the picture jump was caused by
such hunting. A careful adjustment
of the generator trimmer provided a
picture of good stability. This is not
a defect of the Hickok 240, but it is
mentioned because the same prob-
lem can occur with other brands of
PLL tuner controls.

After the channel frequency was
adjusted, the sample Hickok model
240 video generator operated flaw-
lessly. It is recommended for use in
TV servicing and video testing.

The price of the Hickok model
240 video generator is $159.

Circle (39) on Reply Card
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COI Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports of recurring troubles

Classic-Zenith 19GB1Z
P4OTOFACT-1692-2

BAD

TX201 CONTACTS

POWER

120V

El

TO CRT

HEATERS

C203

)1/4 E'i
1.7µF "

--H-140- +12V
- CRX701 SUPPLY

FOR SOUND

Symptom-Audio Is intermittent and/or CRT heater
coes nct light
Curs-Check and repair bad edge -connector contacts
at terminals E4 and E5

Chassis-Zenith 4B25C19
PHOTOFACT-1166-3

BAD

CONNECTION

AUDIO C6 C85
BOARD 100/1 05 T

Symptom-Intermittent low sound volume
Curs-Check and repair poor soldering at R97 on
audio board

hassis-Zenith 25EC58
PHOTOFACT-1370-2

T209
SIDE PIN

I C237

/fT2291F
SHORTED

FROM T203 AND

HORIZ YOKE

Symptom-Tripped breaker; when reset, loud hum is
heard for five seconds before breaker trips again
:we-Check yoke capacitor C237, and replace if
shorted

Chassis-Zenith 25EC58
Ph OTOFACT-1370-2

+128V

R327

60001.1

3W

CR211

INTERMITTENT

Q212

PEG

C249

R325

T

5tz 3W

+35V

+24V
SUPPLY

Srmpton-Height varies at bcttom of raster
Cure-Check for Intermittent CR211 zener and for
variations of +24V supply

Chassis-Zenith 25EC58
PHOTO =ACT -1370-2

DELAY LINE

Q203 L202 L203 1204

2ND VIDEO

SHORTED

R227R227 R228

1300 1300

+24V +24V

Q204

3RD VIDEO

Symptom-No luminance signal and no brightness
control
Cure-Check for short from, L203 delay line to
ground; replace if shorted

Chassis-Zenith 25EC58
PHOTOFACT-1370-2

SW202

NORMAL I

ALIGN

R313

3900

R315

3300

TO 9 97
PANEL PIN TII

TO 9 97

PANEL PIN U10

CHANGED VALUE

TO 9 27

PANEL PIN A3

Symptom-Weak color is missing, but strong color
is normal
Cure-Check resistor R315, and replace it if out of
toleranoe
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IndustrialMRO

Industrial
maintenance with
portable scopes

For the field service technician,
the oscilloscope is one of the basic
instruments for service and mainte-
nance of industrial equipment.
These instruments have undergone
marked changes in circuitry and
packaging brought about by ad-
vances in digital displays, circuit
miniaturization and microprocessor
technology. Covered in this article
will be some of the advances in
portable scopes and how these
advances have made maintenance
easier.

Portability and scope features
Selecting a scope for field service

and maintenance generally centers
on choosing one that's lightweight,
rugged, portable and has the fea-
tures needed for the service being
provided. Although the bench scope
need not be hampered by weight
restrictions, the portable scope has
weight limitations and battery ope-
ration as key design parameters.

Fortunately, modern circuitry and

production techniques have made it
possible to manufacture a wide
range of scopes specifically for
portable use. They have features
made possible through circuit mini-
aturization that previously were
expected only in larger, heavier
bench models. The result is low
weight, low -power consumption and
rugged instruments with features to
get the job done.

Weight alone is not adequate to
classify scopes as being portable.
Microcircuits have greatly reduced
the weight of all modern scopes so
that almost all models can be
considered as portable scopes by
older standards. For the purpose of
this discussion, portable scopes are
considered very low weight, battery
powered scopes specifically designed
for field use.

For portable scopes, other fea-
tures are added to make them easy
to transport. set up and operate-
such as multi -position handles for
balance and easy viewing. Some

miniature scopes feature neck
straps for no -hands transportation.
Support stands and carts can be
added when needed. Built-in, re-
chargeable batteries are available
on some models, and snap -on or
freestanding battery packs can be
obtained for others.

In recent designs, front panel
controls are functionally clustered
and co.or-keyed for quick reference
and easy training. Accessory
pouches on some models keep
everything needed with the scope-
including probes.

For added reliability, some man-
ufacturers put samples of every
service instrument through rigorous
tests. They shake them, shock
them, subject them to high and low
temperatures, high altitude and
high humidity. They're tested for
RF radiation and electrostatic dis-
charge. And there's an accelerated
life test for reliability purposes.
Appropriate components are sub-
jected to salt fog, sulfides, ozone

Miniature scopes, such as the Tektronix 200 series Miniscopes
shown here, provide the ultimate in compactness and portability.
Weighing less than 4 -pounds, they can be carried inside a tool kit.

October 1980 Electronic Servicing 11



The digital scope

Features Benefits

25Ms/sec maximum digitizing rate High speed to allow viewing of faster signals than previous
digital scopes

8 -bit vertical resolution 0.391% resolution is equivalent to CRT storage

Display interpolation Accurate viewing of waveforms even at low sample densities

Envelope mode Catches glitches that other digital scopes can't

Detects aliasing

Babysitting for service applications

Cursors for time and voltage Make measurements easily and accurately with improved
repeatibility

Pre -trigger viewing View events happening before trigger event

Expandable, repositionable stored traces Allows detailed viewing of single shot events after they've
been stored

Good for comparisons

Stored traces won't fade or bloom Makes stored signals easier to use

Ground reference is displayed on CRT Enables voltage measurements with respect to ground

Signal averaging option Removes random noise from signal

Improves measurement capability

Portable scopes

and ultraviolet light tests. And
moving parts are life -cycled around
the clock. Once they pass these
tests, they are ready for the
industrial environment.

The scope roundup, featured in
this issue, highlights some of the
portable scopes currently available
for field service and maintenance,
but the listing has been limited to
scopes in the 10-50MHz bandwidth
range. This limitation eliminates
some of the miniature scopes with
limited features designed to fit into
tool kits and ultra -portable scopes
having broader capabilities. The
following material will briefly des-
cribe some of these systems.

Digital-where will it go?
One of the most exciting features

to be added to recent scopes is
digital storage. Because of the
newness of this feature, it's expen-
sive, and not everyone will need it.
However, if transient phenomena
need to be examined, or if the

signal needs to be stored so it can
be looked at in a variety of ways,
the digital storage scope has no
equal. And, as technology continues
to advance, these scopes should
come down in price so that their
unique capabilities can be justified
for limited budgets.

The portable scope
As noted, classification of porta-

ble scopes is not precise; nearly all
scopes can be considered portable
from a weight viewpoint. Adding a
restriction of battery operation
helps clarify the situation, but not
completely. For example, Tektronix
has two series of scopes considered
portable under these terms.

The Tektronix Series 200 Mini -
scopes are miniature scopes weigh-
ing less than 4 pounds and fit
neatly in the hand. They have
internal NiCad batteries, a band-
width of 500kHz-5MHz and are
designed for the service engineer
working far from an ac outlet. In
this series there are four different
models to select from, depending
on the user's requirements.

The Tektronix Series 300 Ultra -
Portable scopes weigh in at 101/2

pounds and provides a wider range
of scope features than available in
the 200 Series units, including
bandwidths to 35MHz. There are
three models in this series, of which
the 314 and 335 are detailed in the
scope roundup in this issue. The
remaining model 304 is not in-
cluded in the roundup because of
its 5MHz bandwidth.

Portable scopes are available
from a number of sources, and the
previous references to Tektronix
systems are for examples of indus-
try trends only. To obtain detailed
information concerning portable
scopes, use the reader service card
and the chart below.

Portable Scope Data
B & K Precision 41
Electropan 42
Hitachi 43
Kikusui 44
Non -Linear Systems 45
Tektronix 46
Vu -Data 47
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Scope illustrates design trend
The 468 digital scope

Tektronix has introduced its new
468 digital storage scope, a 33 -
pound model that uses digital
technology and memory to provide
an exceptional instrument. Details
of this scope are not included in the
table because of its extended band-
width capabilities. However, be-
cause this instrument illustrates the
trend in future instrument design,
it is included in this roundup.

Using state-of-the-art technology
advances, the model 468 increases
digital storage bandwidth limits,
detects alias signals, and corrects
envelope error and display jitter.

Priced at $5000, the 468 in the
nonstorage mode has all the capa-
bilities of the popular 465B 100 -
MHz portable scope. In the storage
modes, the 468 continues to drive
like a nonstorage scope; its basic
operation is the same as the 465B.
The storage mode is selected by
pushing a button; waveforms are
acquired and stored as easily as
they are viewed in the nonstorage
mode.

There are no storage level/inten-
sity control interactions. The stored
waveform does not bloom or fade
positive. These features, along with
signal averaging and cursors for
time and voltage differences, make
operation more convenient for the
user and increase engineering pro-
ductivity.

The 468 has a 25-MS/s, 8 -bit
digitizer and uses a unique display
interpolation technique to achieve a
10 -MHz useful storage bandwidth.
This revolutionary development al-
lows the 468 to perform faster than
other digital storage scopes and
increases the range of signal fre-
quencies that can be stored and
displayed.

Useful storage bandwidth is a
specification developed by Tektron-
ix to enable users to compare
digital storage scopes with each
other and with conventional storage
scopes. It highlights the maximum
frequency sinewave that can be
stored usefully in a single sweep.

Usefully is a visually usable and
accurate representation of a wave-
form-one with less than 5% en-

velope error. The concept is based
on digitizing rate and display type
utilized and asserts that it takes
more dots to define a waveform
than when dots are joined by
vectors. The 468 interpolated dis-
play requires only 2.5 samples per
cycle to accurately display sinusoid-
al signals and achieves a useful
storage bandwidth of 10MHz.

The envelope mode, an exclusive
design feature of the 468, uses dual
sampling rates and records maxi-
mum and minimum values of a
waveform envelope into memory
over a selectable number of sweeps
(2 to 256, plus continuous setting).
It can capture narrow pulses on
long sweeps and is useful for glitch
catching, viewing waveform excur-
sions and detecting aliasing.

Ultra -portable scopes, like these 300 Series Tektronix units, are particularly useful in servicing medical electronic
equipment, remote computer terminals, and other sophisticated industrial equipment that requires broader bandwidths
and other features not available in the miniature scopes.
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Practical scope tips paril
Acquiring skills for bench servicing

Operating a modern triggered -sweep scope appears to be complicated; It Isn't.
But skill, accuracy and speed can be attained only by following a definite
procedure based on a knowledge of how the scope works.

By Gill Grieshaber, CET
Gill's Color TV Service

Typical problems encountered
when operating scopes are:
 Too much time is wasted when
trying to obtain any light on the
CRT screen. There should be an
easy way of producing either line or
waveform to prove the scope adjust-
ments are satisfactory.
 Obtaining a stable waveform is
confusing because of the many
controls and switches. The methods
and adjustments should be simpli-
fied.

about which probe is best for a
specific measurement and about
when a low -capacitance probe
should be used.
 Procedures for performing un-
common scope tests are not well
known. These include measuring dc
voltages, measuring relative phase,
expanding waveforms for detailed
analysis, finding dcV levels of
waveforms and stabilizing the dis-
play by triggering from an external
signal.
 After a waveform is obtained, it
is difficult to evaluate waveshapes
that are different from the normal
one on schematics.

Preliminary concepts
Four sections of a scope are

involved in obtaining a sharp stable
waveform.

Cathode-ray tube-Correct CRT dc
voltages are necessary before any
brightness (in the form of lines or
waveforms) can be seen on the
screen. Only two dc voltages are
adjusted during operation: focus
and intensity. Incorrect focus vol-
tage blurs the trace but does not
reduce the brightness of it. Howev-

er, a CCW setting of the intensity
control can eliminate all screen
brightness. Failure to trigger also
eliminates brightness, but triggering
can't be tested easily unless the
CRT is ready to show a waveform.

Vertical channel-The height of a
scope waveform is produced by
whatever signal is in the vertical
channel, and a sample is used to
trigger the sweep into action. A
waveform height of more than one
graticule division (or centimeter) is
required for dependable triggering
(locking). Waveforms that are taller
than the CRT screen are difficult to
see, sometimes appearing to be a
lack of trace. Also, vertical -posi-
tioning controls usually have such a
wide range that the waveform can
be moved off the CRT screen. The
positioning control should, there-
fore, be adjusted to the approxi-
mate center of rotation.

Triggering circuit-A sample of the

Sencore SC -SO
is a new 60MHz
scope that will
be covered in
Reports from
the Test Lab
in a later is-
sue.

vertical signal is filtered and sent to
the triggering circuit. User adjust-
ments of the triggering -level control
determine where (on the sample
vertical signal) triggering occurs.
This triggering activates the hori-
zontal sweep; without triggering
there is no sweep and no CRT
light, lines or waveform (unless
auto -triggering is selected). Auto -
level triggering produces either a
horizontal line or an unlocked
waveform. A line proves the CRT
has the proper voltages; an un-
locked waveform shows everything
is working, but the sweep is
triggered automatically rather than
from the vertical signal. In that
case, proper triggering must be
obtained by skillful adjustments of
the triggering circuit switches and
controls according to the type of
signal being scoped.

Horizontal -deflection circuit-De-
flection of the CRT beam from left
to right is initiated by a pulse from
the triggering circuit. After the
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triggering, the sweep operates by
itself for a period of time selected
by the time/division switch and its
variable control. Without some
kind of triggering, there is no sweep
and no light on the CRT screen.
Also, the horizontal -positioning
control can move the waveform off
screen. This positioning control
should be adjusted to the center of
rotation. After a line or waveform
has been obtained, the horizontal -

positioning control can be read-
justed so the trace begins at the left
edge of the graticule.

Although many controls in these
four scope sections must have
approximately correct adjustments
before anything can be seen on the
CRT screen, much time can be
saved either by presetting the
controls or by retaining the adjust-
ments used for the previous scope
operation. That way, just a few
controls will require minor adjust-
ments; this is much faster than
beginning with all controls set to
some arbitrary position.

Scope horizontal deflection
Horizontal deflection in a trig-

gered -sweep scope has three stages:

SCOPE SCREEN

SCOPE DISPLAY BLANKED SCOPE DISPLAY

TRIGGER STARTS
THE SWEEP

TRIGGER STARTS
THE SWEEP

t
WAITING

TIME

SWEEP WAVEFORM

END\

RETRACE

Figure 1 Controls and
voltage comparators
produce triggering at a
preselected voltage
level in the vertical
signal. Triggering initi-
ates horizontal sweep,
which continues for a
time determined by
time/division switch
settings. After sweep
and retrace are over,
there is no sweep until
triggering occurs next
from another appear-
ance of the preselected
voltage level in the
vertical signal. The
sinewaves at the top
show what is displayed
on the scope's CRT
screen (of course,
repetitive displays cover
the same area of the
screen). Below, the
sawteeth and waiting
times reveal the hori-
zontal -sweep waveform
that produced the sine -
waves.

NOT SO
FAST

You'll get about 20
more miles from every tank
of gas if you slow down
from 70 to 55 mph on the
highway. For a free booklet
with more easy ways to
save energy and money,
write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

ENERGY.
We can't afford

to waste it.
U.S.Department of Energy

04.
replacement

flybacks & yokes
fit exactly

Thordarson flybacks and yokes are
exact replacements ... from mount-
ing holes to wiring color code. En-
gineered and built better than the
original you replace. Satisfy more
customers with superior Thordarson
performance. Buy from your Thor-
darson distributor.

Thordarson Meissner, Inc.
Electronic Center

Mt. Carmel, Illinois 62863

Circle (13) on Reply Card
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Bench servicing

resting, triggering and sweeping. Of
course, this sequence is repeated
as long as the vertical signal and
the triggering adjustments remain
the same.

When power is first applied, the
sweep is resting (there is no
deflection). Triggering occurs when
the vertical signal reaches a voltage
previously selected by several trig-
gering -circuit controls. This trigger-
ing forces the timed sweep to begin.
Horizontal deflection starts at the
left and stops at the CRT right
edge before rapidly retracing (the
beam is blanked during retrace) to
the left edge. Following retrace,
the sweep circuit rests until trig-
gered again. Deflection is not
continuous. This sequence is illus-
trated in Figure 1. It is important
to the understanding of scope
adjustments and it should be
studied and memorized.

Notice that a triggered scope
does not lock as a recurrent type
does. There is no mathematical
relationship between the repetition
rates of vertical signal and horizon-
tal sweep. A triggered scope shows
whatever section of the vertical
signal occurs during the sweep
time. A thousand cycles or a
fraction of one might be displayed.
If the waveform and the triggering
adjustments produce triggering at
the identical point on each cycle of
the waveform, the displayed pic-
ture will be stable (locked). Actual-
ly, the words locked or locking
should not be used with descrip-
tions of triggered scopes. An unsyn-
chronized waveform produced by
auto -triggering is merely not trig-
gered properly by the signal. A
properly triggered waveform always
is synchronized.

There are a few rare cases of
peculiar waveforms causing false
triggering. Ringing or extra pulses
that occur immediately after the
end of sweep sometimes can cause
triggering that begins before the
vertical signal reaches the proper
point. A change of time/division
adjustment usually cures this type
of false triggering.

Adjustment examples
Figure 2A shows an improperly

displayed waveform that can be
corrected easily by horizontal and
vertical centering. A sequence for

correcting three waveform problems
is pictured in Figure 2B.

One pitfall in knowing which
adjustment to turn (and which
direction to rotate it) comes with
sweep times that are unusually
short or excessively long relative to
the signal -repetition rate (Figure 3).
The waveform might appear to be
one straight line or perhaps a
rectangle.

Pulses are difficult to recognize
when they are taller than the CRT
screen, or when a long sweep time
produces too many pulses on the
screen (Figure 4). Fast rise -time
squarewaves (Figure 5) also are
almost invisible when the positive
and negative peaks are off the
screen.

When falsely triggered by an
auto -level circuit, which shows an
unlocked waveform, squarewaves
can appear to be two parallel hori-
zontal lines (Figure 6).

Presetting scope controls
When a scope is operated several

times per day, and the controls are

Figure 2 (A) shows a properly trig-
gered sinewave display in a corner of
the CRT's screen. Vertical and hori-
zontal positioning controls need ad-
justing. (B) Three consecutive adjust-
ments are shown here. The top trace
shows a blurred off -center unlocked
signal produced by auto -triggering.
The center trace shows a sinewave
pattern after it is properly triggered
and centered. It is still out of focus.
The bottom trace is the same signal
after focusing and shortening the hori-
zontal sweep time to produce 21/4

cycles.

not disturbed by dusting or moving
the scope, the knob and switch
settings should not be restored to
preset points before each use. For
instance, suppose the scope had
shown TV horizontal -oscillator
waveforms previously. When called
on to show power -supply ripple, it

6111,1111.11d/Isii,

Figure 3 (A) When adjustment of the
triggering -level control stopped trace
movement, the waveform was just a
straight and dim horizontal line (top
trace). An increase of sweep time
tilted and brightened the line icenter
trace) and another increase revealed a
curve (bottom trace). (B) As the sweep
time was increased in steps, the top
trace showed an up and down curve,
the center trace revealed about 1 cycle
of a sine wave and the bottom trace
was 2+ cycles of sine wave. (C) At
the other extreme, a stable display
appeared to be solid and without
cycles (top trace). However, the
second trace shows many sinewaves
after the sweep time was shortened by
two switch positions. Additional de-
creases of sweep time (third and
fourth traces) decreased the number of
cycles to about 21/2. Notice than none
of these signals required any readjust-
ment of triggering controls.
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F gure 4 (A) A number of dim vertical
lines proved to be TV horizontal -sweep
pulses (similar to those in the next
photograph) when the vertical sensi-
tivity volts/division control was turned
two positions CCW (B) The top trace
shows TV horizontal -sweep pulses
that resemble a comb because there
are too many. After the scope sweep
time is increased in steps, the pulses
become fewer and easier to examine
(center and bottom traces).

Figure 5 Pulses and squarewaves with
fast rise times become almost invisi-
ble when their height exceeds the CRT
screen. (A) Only some blobs of bright-
ness at top and bottom from the PDA
action and several dim vertical lines
indicated the scope was working. (B)
After the volts/division vertical -sensi-
tivity switch positicn was turned CCW
about two positions, it was evident
the waveform was squarewaves.
Notice that the excessive height had
nothing to do with the triggering.

Figure 6 Several waveform corrections
ara illustrated. The top trace appears
to be two parallel horizontal lines.
However, this is typical of square -
waves when triggered by automatic
action rather than true signal trigger-
ing. The center trace proves, after a
snail adjustment of the triggering -
level control, that the signal is square -

waves. However, there are too many
cycles and the waveform is off center.
The lower trace shows a correct
display of the squarewave signal.

Breathing should be like laughing
Spontaneous. Ettortless. For most of us, that's the way it is.
We never think about the next breath.

For those with chronic lung diseases, every breath can
be a frightening struggle. That's why the Christmas Seal

People® work so hard to prevent emphysema, asthma,

chronic bronchitis and dozens of other crippling lung
diseases.

Give to Christmas Seals. It's a matter of life and breath,®

AMERICAN t LUNG ASSOCIATION
The Christmas Seal People'

Space contributed by the publisher as a public service
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is necessary
time/division
longer sweep

only to change the
switch position for a
time and increase the

vertical sensitivity with the volts/di-
vision control.

However, if a scope is used
infrequently, valuable time can be
saved by presetting some controls
before each use. For high quality

Frequency Seconds

For 2 cycles per
screen, set sweep

time/div for:

20 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz

100 Hz
120 Hz
400 Hz

1000 Hz
5000 Hz

10000 Hz
15734 Hz

100000
1 MHz
3.58 MHz

.05
.02
.0166
.01
.0083
.0025
.001
.0002
.0001
.0000636
.00001
.000001
.00000028

10.0 MS
4.0 MS
3.32 MS
2.0 MS
1.66 MS
0.50 MS
0.20 MS
40.0 pS
20.0 pS
12.8 pS

2.0 pS
0.2 pS

0.056 pS

Reciprocal formulas for sweep time versus repetition frequency

1 TIME in seconds = FREQ in Hz
1 TIME in mS = FREQ in kHz
1 ± TIME in pS = FREQ in MHz

1 FREQ in Hz = TIME in seconds
1 FREQ in kHz = TIME in mS
1 FREQ in MHz = TIME in pS

Table 1 Many often -used frequencies are listed with the scope sweep
time/division adjustment that show 10 cycles (one per graticule space), 2 cycles
or 1 cycle per screen. Included also are the formulas for cnangIng sweep
time/division figures to repetitive frequency, or frequency to scope sweep time.

scopes that have regulated power
supplies, a preliminary adjustment
of the intensity control to almost
maximum (fully CW) will allow a
waveform to be seen when the
sweep is triggered. The intensity
can be reduced later if necessary.
Sharper waveforms are obtained at
lower intensities (reduce trace
brightness), and a major change of
intensity requires a slight change of
focus -control setting if maximum
sharpness is desired.

Always select the vertical channel
ac -coupling mode until a waveform
is obtained. This reduces the possi-
bility that a waveform has been
moved off the visible part of the
screen. At the same time, adjust
vertical and horizontal positioning
control to the center of rotation.

If the approximate amplitude
and frequency of the signal under
test are known, the vertical volts/di-
vision and sweep time/division
switches should be preset for those
values. It is simple to touch up the
adjustments later. Table 1 shows
the sweep time/division figures for
representative repetitive frequencies.

Next, operate with automatic
triggering. Or, if the scope does not
have that feature, adjust the trig-
gering level control to the zero
setting (where triggering occurs at
the center of symmetrical wave-
forms).

Always be aware of the problem
caused by excessive amplitude
waveforms that have peaks extend -

Figure 7 These waveforms illustrate how triggering operates at different voltage levels. (A) A sinewave scope pattern has
been marked with a positive -going slope (upward to the right for positive triggering) and a negative -going slope
(downward to the right for negative triggering). When triggering on the positive slope is desired, the trigger -level switch
must be placed in the positive position, and the negative position must be selected for negative or downward slope. (B)
the range of positive -slope triggering is shown by these traces. First trace (top) shows triggering (located by beginning of
waveform) near the bottom of the positive slope. Second trace shows triggering at about the waveform's average voltage.
As the triggering level control is turned more CW, the trace is triggered near the top (third trace). However, when the
control is turned farther CW, proper triggering is lost and the auto -level circuit substitutes an unlocked waveform (trace
four). (C) Similar actions occur after the triggering polarity is switched to negative. The top trace shows triggering near
the positive tip. CCW rotation of the level control moves triggering to the average voltage of the waveform (trace two).
This is the point of best stability. Additional CCW rotation moves the triggering near the negative tip (trace three), but
still on the same slope. Trace four shows the unlocked waveform when another CCW rotation moved the triggering point
to dangerous areas at the tip or the next positive slope. Correct triggering was eliminated. Triggering is not possible at
waveform extreme tips. Adjusting the trigger -level to the center position gives best stability with sine, square, triangle
and sawteeth waveforms (all symmetrical waveshapes).
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Figure 8 These are the results of testing various triggering filters and modes on composite NTSC video when scoped at
TV horizontal rate. (A) In the ac triggering mode, stable triggering could be obtained when the level control selected the
rising edge of horizontal sync. Other triggering points allowed the stability to vary unpredictably. However, triggering
operated also on the vertical -interval serrated pulses, which allowed ghost images of the vertical interval to be seen (top
trace). When changed to LE -reject mode (low frequencies are attenuated in the signal that activates triggering), best
triggering occurred again on the sync leading edge, but the retrace ghosts were weaker (lower trace). (B) The top trace
shows the best rejection of retrace ghosts when HF-reject (which attenuates high frequencies) mode was selected. This
filter, incidentally, delays the triggering phase, so triggering appears to occur on the sync -pulse top. When the video
mode (which adds a TV -type sync separator) was used, stability was excellent, but retrace ghosts were prominent. (C)
External sync provided by applying TV -deflection pulses to the ex -trig jack gave excellent stability without critical level
adjustments. Some vertical interval pulses were visible (top trace). False triggering (lower trace) made the FIX features
unusable when the triggering signal was taken from channel A. This type of automatic triggering disconnects the usual
triggering level control and always triggers at the average voltage of the triggering waveform. With video, solid triggering
is prevented by chroma and video signals at the average voltage point. FIX is not recommended for use with video unless
external sync Is used. This can be a sample of horizontal -sweep pulses or sync pulses obtained from a TV receiver sync
separator.

ing past the screen edges and the
auto -triggered (but not locked)
squarewaves that appear to be two
parallel horizontal lines.

When a waveform cannot be
found, vary the waveform height
with the volts/division switch and
also vary the position of the sweep
time/division switch to find out
whether these settings are causing
an obscured waveform.

Problem waveforms
The most difficult waveform to

lock properly (except digital signals)
is NTSC composite video, either
from generator, videocassette re-
corder or TV receiver. Composite
video is a mixture of many frequen-
cies, and the vertical -retrace section
is different from the lines with
video. In addition, video has con-
stant amplitude variations and
waveform changes.

An understanding of the problem
and its several solutions are ac-
quired best by studying scope
triggering and then video waveform.

Simple scope triggering-Sinewaves
are ideal for demonstrating scope
triggering. Figure 7A shows a scope
sinewave with the sections marked
where triggering on the positive -
going slope and triggering on the
negative -going slope occur. Figures
7B and 7C show actual triggering
on those two slopes.

The transitions of pulses and

squarewaves are very rapid positive -
negative -going slopes; these princi-
ples apply to them also.

Video triggering-Problems arise
composite waveform

because the best pulse for trigger-
ing is the horizontal -blanking pulse,
which is surrounded by moving
video pulses of similar amplitude.

Stable triggering can be attained
by careful selection of the horizon-
tal sync's leading or trailing edge.
Or a ringing pulse at either edge
can be selected. However, the
stability is marginal and critical to
obtain because of the constantly
changing amplitude and the pres-
ence of different sync pulses during
vertical retrace times.

Figure 8 shows and explains the
results of testing horizontal -rate
video with various combinations of
triggering filters plus external -sync
triggering and the FIX type of
triggering (at the average ampli-
tude). The internal sync separator
(called video in this machine) gave
good results, as also did the use of
horizontal -sweep pulses brought in
through the external -triggering
jack.

When triggering is attempted at
vertical rate, however, there are
fewer conditions that give accepta-
ble results. As shown in Figure 9,
only the internal sync separator or
vertical sweep connected to the

Figure 9 The top trace shows good
stability when the scope's sync sepa-
rator was used for triggering. A
sample of vertical sweep from a tele-
vision receiver provides good stability
when applied to the external -triggering
jack. The lower trace shows the
jumble of vertical fields that resulted
for all other kinds of triggering. The
FIX mode had good stability with
external triggering, but not for internal
sync -separator triggering.

external -triggering jack gave good
stability.

Next month
In Part 2, many advanced scope

techniques and measurements will
be described. These will include:
how to minimize hum and signal by
subtracting the two vertical signals;
how to prevent waveform changes
or ringing in certain signals; how to
measure amplitudes above the
range of the scope; how to display
VITS and VIR signals; and various
ways of expanding waveforms to
reveal small details.
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By Carl Babcoke, CET,
and the Electronic
Servicing staff

Successful salesmen describea
product's feature and immediately
list all its benefits. The same
principle applies to evaluation of
new scopes: each feature must
provide a benefit if it is to have
value.

Solid state
Except for the cathode-ray tube

(CRT), all new scopes have solid-
state devices and no tubes. The
conventional benefits of solid-state
components apply to scopes. In
addition, several scope improve-
ments are possible because of
solid-state. Various types of stability
are examples. A vertical -gain cali-
bration control is no longer re-
quired on the front panel because
the gain changes are minimal. A
squarewave of known amplitude is
provided primarily for adjustments
of low -capacitance probes, although
the same waveform allows an
amplitude -calibration test when de-
sired.

Dc response in a scope's vertical
amplifiers requires direct coupling
between stages, increasing the pos-
sibility of the waveform drifting up
or down and laterally on the CRT
screen. Solid-state technology min-
imizes waveform -position drift. This
is important because these new
scopes have high vertical gain.

The following explanations of
new scope features and benefits are
arranged in the same general
sequence as the scope -comparison
charts.

Recurrent vs. triggered
The previous battle between re-

current and triggered sweep is over.
Recurrent lost. Recurrent -sweep
scopes for sale today are low-cost
models designed for production line
or school uses.

Many technicians have old recur-
rent -sweep scopes that have yet to
be replaced. Perhaps one reason is
the mistaken belief that scopes are
too complicated for continuous
bench troubleshooting. Therefore,
the old clunker is sufficient for the
few cases in which other methods
fail. Both ideas are incorrect. These
new scopes are easy to operate, and

Scope features and technical specifications are translated into
additional functions and benefits to the scope operator. Included
are comparative tables listing condensed specifications of many
scope models, along with reader service numbers needed to
obtain additional manufacturer's product literature.

the needed skills of waveform
diagnosis can be obtained quickly.
Technicians using a modern scope
as a second choice of test instru-
ment (a digital multimeter is first)
find they save large amounts of
diagnostic time and reduce the
number of components replaced by
shotgunning. To provide maximum
usefulness. a scope must have

triggered sweep. Recurrent -sweep
types have many limitations.

Figure 1 uses waveforms to show
some differences in operation of
recurrent vs. triggered scopes. Of
course, waveform photographs can-
not properly reveal the instability
and the drifting adjustments that
plague the locking of recurrent
scopes. A comparison with a trig -

C

Figure 1 One advantage of triggered -
sweep over recurrent is the ability to
show any number of waveform cycles
or any fraction of one cycle: (A) With
recurrent sweep, it is impossible to
show less than one cycle (top trace).
Then as the sweep frequency is
decreased, locking is lost and the
screen shows a jumble of cycles
(center trace). Two cycles are shown
when locking next is achieved (bottom
trace-sweep frequency is half the
signal frequency); (B) Additional de-
crease of sweep frequency produces
another mode of unlock and then
shows three cycles (top trace-sweep
frequency is a third of the signal
frequency). The center trace shows
another out -of -lock condition followed
by display of four cycles (bottom
trace-sweep frequency is a fourth of
the signal frequency). And so on as
far as the sweep range allows. By
comparison, triggered sweep requires
"locking" just once per waveform; (C)
Triggering has provided a waveform
and the proper sweep time shows one
cycle (top trace). As the variable
time/division control is rotated to give
a longer sweep time, the waveform
gradually compresses to two cycles
(center trace), and then to three cycles
(bottom trace); and (D) Further de-
crease of sweep time gradually
changes the waveform to three cycles
(top trace), 31/2 cycles (center trace)
and slightly more than four cycles
(bottom trace). No Instability or lack
of "locking" is found, and the varia-
tion of cycles is gradual without gaps.
Of course, decreased sweep time
stretches the top trace of A to any
fraction of one cycle. Extreme expan-
sion can show a small section of one
cycle as though it Is a straight line.
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The Industry challenge:
Make it smaller. Make it better.
Make it cost less.
How Non -Linear Systems
has done it for three decades.

The new Touch Test 20 DMM weighs only 2 lbs. 4 oz. Yet it puts twenty key test functions at your fingertips. Plus
exclusive light pressure touch function selection. Shown from above on leather shoulder sling (optional)

When we set out to develop the
first digital voltmeter, the new
Touch Test 20 digital multimeter
and the new MS -230 miniscope,
we knew it wouldn't be easy. But
we weren't looking for easy
answers. We were looking to do
it right.

That's why, for nearly three
decades, innovation has come
first at Non -Linear Systems. And
why our contributions to the
field of electronics have been so
far-reaching.
First DVM to see the light. In
1952, Non -Linear Systems pro-
pelled electronics testing out of
the Stone Age into the Space

Age by introducing the first digi-
tal voltmeter. Suddenly and
ingeniously, data was translated
into the universal language of
numbers on easy -to -scan read-
out panels.

With this single idea, Non -
Linear Systems set two bold
precedents. It made clumsy
analog systems a thing of the
past. And it committed the com-
pany to first rate value and per-
formance through sophisticated,
yet simplified electronic test tools.
The remarkable Touch Test 20
DMM. With the Touch Test 20,
Non -Linear Systems introduces
the 2 lb. 4 oz. test lab. Now, with

20 key test functions at your fin-
gertips (plus the ability to mea-
sure 10 electrical parameters
and 44 ranges), you can take
one lab to the field instead of a
cumbersome collection of indi-
vidual testers.

Another bright idea. The Touch
Test 20 is the only DMM with
light pressure touch function selec-
tion. No more dials to fiddle with.
Instead, an LED shows the func-
tion you choose. And when you
switch, you get an audible bleep
and visual blip to let you know.

This small wonder is miniatur-
ization at its best. The new
Touch Test 20 is the most innova-
tive portable/bench-type multi -
meter in the industry today.

Or, you can choose from Non-

Linear Systems' eight other

71,3EGRIZIRIr obe©®

Remarkably light and versatile. the Touch Test 20 DMM
is perfect in -shop or on -site

sophisticated DMMs. And rest
assured that you'll be getting the
kind of performance and value -
packed instrument we've been
making for nearly thirty years.
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MS -230. A whale of a miniscope.
With our ingenious, new MS -230,
30 -megahertz, battery -operated,
dual -trace miniscope, porta-
bility's suddenly not a problem
anymore. At 3 lbs. 10 oz., it's the
smallest, lightest miniscope in
the field today.

matchless performer.
DPMs are faster, easier to use

and more accurate than out-
moded pointer meters. What's
more, our DPMs have an ex-
tremely wide range and acute
sensitivity. The model PM -450,
for example. has 20,000 counts

At 3 lbs. 10 oz.. the MS -230 is the lightest miniscope around. Now you can take the scope to the problem.
Or bring the problem to the scope.

The state -of -the art MS -230
works wonders on site or in the
shop. Anywhere there's a need
to accurately test or measure
electronics equipment.

The versatile MS -230 is perfect
for TV repairmen. Services
microcomputer systems when
the chips are down. Maintains
avionics equipment with flying
colors. And diagnoses sophisti-
cated medical equipment with
the precision of a surgeon.

However, if your budget or
needs demand something more
economical or less sophisticated,
chances are the MS -215 dual -
trace or MS -15 single -trace will
fit the bill.
Over 2000 DPMs. One commit-
ment: accuracy. The same fore-
sight that distinguishes our
miniscopes and DMMs is built
into every digital panel meter as
well. Whether your job calls for
a miniature AC/DC voltmeter,
DIN/NEMA frequency monitor,
DIN/NEMA temperature meter
or digital counter, Non -Linear
Systems can oblige with a

full-scale. The PM -450 has no dif-
ficulty at all reading the difference
between 19.994 and 19.995 volts.

In addition, our DPMs com-
bine a variety of useful features.
Like automatic polarity indication.

We offer over 2.000 DPMs - AC/DC voltmeters.
DIN/NEMA frequency monitors, DIN/NEMA tempera-
ture meters and digital counters.

So there's no need for reversing
leads or a reversing switch. A
clear, bright plus or minus sign
shows the polarity.

Likewise, a programmable illu-
minated decimal point elimi-
nates the need for memorizing
scale factors and the mental
arithmetic to apply them.

We offer LED and LCD style
readouts. And terminal blocks
and edge connectors are available
for input and output connections.

Another big plus. Our rugged,
solid-state circuitry outperforms
pointer systems. Our meters can
withstand a shock without
requiring the services ofa jeweler.

Our versatile DPMs serve a
variety of industries. From elec-
tronic products, such as ignition
analyzers and automated test
equipment, to mechanical
products using electronic com-
ponents, such as cars, farm
equipment and machine tools.

We serve a variety of customers,
too. From design engineers to
wholesale and retail distributors.

So if your problem calls for an
accurate, dependable DPM, Non -
Linear Systems has over 2,000
answers. One to fit your need.
Get the word on us. Non -Linear
Systems has been intelligently
innovating in the digital instru-
ment industry for nearly three
decades. And one reason stands
out. Our reach always exceeds
our grasp.

To get the whole story, from
product facts to philosophy, write
for our free 1980 Catalog today.
Non -Linear Systems, Inc.. Box N,
Del Mar, California 92014. Tele-
phone (714) 755-1134, TWX
910-322-1132.

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Specialists in the science
of staying ahead.

© 1980 Non -Linear System, Inc

r 002 009/101

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Box N, Del Mar,
California 92014

Please send me your free
1980 Catalog.

Name

Company

Phone

Address

City _

State _ Lip

F-
Circle (9) on Reply Card



HOW TO
GET BETTER

MILEAGE
FROM YOUR

CAR...

Obey the 55 mph speed
limit.

EaD

Keep your engine tuned.

Avoid hot rod
starts.

'mig( Jetf

Drive at a steady pace.

Don't let the engine idle
more than 30 seconds.

And when buying, don't
forget the fuel economy
label is part of the price
tag, too.

For a free booklet with more easy
energy -saving tips, write "Energy."

Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

ENERGY.
We can't afford

to waste It.
U.S Department of Energy

Scope roundup
gered scope provides adequate
proof. For example, a triggered
scope can show the same stable
(locked) waveform one day as it did
on the previous day before the
bench power was turned off. Stable
triggering is not upset by signal
amplitude or frequency changes or
by ordinary line -voltage variations.

Vertical sensitivity
Using an average scope of several

years ago, a vertical input of
0.05VPP would deflect the CRT
beam one graticule division. That is
0.05V -per -division or 50mV/div,
which cannot compare with the
10mV/div to lmV/div of newer
scopes (see comparison charts).
Many older scopes were not de-
signed for shielded cables or low -
capacitance probes. By contrast,
most new scopes have input connec-
tors for shielded cables and suffi-
cient gain to tolerate 10X -loss
low -capacitance probes.

Current and future requirements
should be considered when selecting
a new scope. Tube -type color -TV
receivers, for example, seldom had
signal amplitudes of less than

Power -supply
have been lower, but it was not
necessary to observe it in large
detail. A maximum scope sensitivity
of 50mV/div was adequate with a
probe that gave 10X loss.

A transistor wired as a common -
emitter audio amplifier without
negative feedback or degeneration
might have a base signal amplitude
of about 0.005VPP (5mV) for class
A operation. If the scope had
50mV/div maximum sensitivity
(and operated without a probe that
gives loss), the waveform would
have a height of only 1/10 divisions
on the CRT screen. Obviously, such
low sensitivity severely limits that
scope for use with solid-state com-
ponents.

Most new scopes have maximum
vertical sensitivity from 10mV/div
to lmV/div. Figure 2 shows com-
parisons of relative waveform am-
plitudes when a 0.05VPP sinewave
is viewed on scopes having maxi-
mum vertical sensitivities of
10mV/div, 5mV/div, 2mV/div and
lmV/div. These traces were made
through the usual probe that gives
a X10 loss. Identical signal ampli-
tudes would be obtained if the
signal was reduced to 0.005VPP

and the probe changed to the 1X
direct type without loss.

A 2mV scope can be used for
months without needing more sensi-
tivity than the 20mV effective value
obtained with the X10 probe. If
more sensitivity is needed, changing
the probe switch to X1 will give 10
times additional deflection, but the
drawback of increased loading from
the cable and stray capacitances.

The vertical maximum sensitivity
of new scopes is satisfactory for the
present, but it might become mar-
ginal as transistors are replaced by
ICs.

Scope probes
These new high-performance

scopes should always be operated
with the probes designed for them.
Direct (no attenuation) probes do
not require adjustment. Low -capac-
itance probes must be adjusted to
each individual scope. Improper
adjustment distorts complex wave-
forms and ruins the amplitude -cali-
bration accuracy at high frequen-
cies.

Each low -capacitance (10:1, X10
or low -cap) probe has an adjustable
capacitor in the probe body or in

Figure 2 These scope waveforms show
the maximum waveform height ob-
tained by an X10 low -capacitance
probe from a 0.05VPP sinewave. (A)
Maximum vertical sensitivity was
10mV/division (top trace) or 5mV/divi-
sion (lower trace). (B) Maximum
vertical sensitivity was 2mV/division
(top trace) or 1mV/division (lower
trace).
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Problem:
Build an oscilloscope light enough
to carry in the field,yet sophisticated
enough to use in the repair shop.
And bring it in at under $600.
Solution:
Non -Linear Systems' MS -230.
A 3 lb.10 oz. miniscope.

Lt

I P

vERTICi.
DIVI

INvti art.

,.0../CONTAt
/Dial
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1

-.3 C. BIM

TRIGGER

0

At 3 lbs. 10 oz.. the MS -230 is the lightest miniscope around. Now you can take the scope to the
problem. Or bring the problem to the scope.

It's easy to get carried away with
the MS -230. Our remarkable, new
30 -megahertz, battery -operated,
dual -trace miniscope. At 3 lbs. 10
oz., it's the smallest, lightest mini -
scope in the field today. Suddenly,
portability's not a problem anymore.

1 SCR.
..row

On a benchtop or a belt, over a shoulder or in a
tool kit, the MS -230 s ready to go.

Sets up shop. Makes housecalls.
The state-of-the-art MS -230 is at
home anywhere there's a need to
accurately test or measure elec-
tronics equipment.

TV repairmen find it works

wonders in the field. Tuck it in the
tool kit, sling it over a shoulder or
slip it on a belt, and it's ready to
make a quick on -site diagnosis.

It's a great benchmate in the
shop, too. Checks distortion, com-
pares circuit inputs and outputs,
finds faulty components. All with
equal ease. And the MS -230 is so
compact it doesn't dutter up the
work area.

What's more, the versatile MS -230
is perfect for servicing microcom-
puter systems, maintaining avi-
onics equipment and diagnosing
sophisticated medical equipment.

A trio to pick from. If your work
demands an oscilloscope that
handles virtually all normal appli-
cations with unblinking accuracy,
we've got your number. The MS -
230. A superb value at $598.15.

We also make miniscopes to
match other budgets and needs.
Take the MS -215, for example. It's
a 15 MHz, dual -trace scope priced

at $465.45. Or the MS -15, 15 MHz,
single -trace at $349.80.

And each model is available with
optional accessories to help you
get the job done. Like a 10:1,
10 megohm probe and leather
carrying case with shoulder strap
and belt loop.

When it comes to portable, afford-
able, accurate miniscopes Non -

Linear Systems leads the way.

MS -230 at a glance

Vertical Bandwidth:

Deflection Factor:

Input Impedance:

Time Base

Horizontal Bandwidth:
Trigger Modes:

Power Sources:
Internal:

Exterial:

Size

Weight

30 MHz

10 mV/div to 50 V/div.
12 calibrated ranges

1 megohm in parallel
with 50 pF
0.05 µSec/dry to
02 Sec/div, 21 calibrated
ranges

200 kHz
Automatic. Internal,
External and Line

Rechargeable lead
acid batteries
115 VAC or 230 VAC.
50-60 Hz via plug-in
transformer
2.9" H x 6.4" W x 8.6" D
(74 mm x 163 mm x
218 mm)
3 lbs. 10 oz. (1.65 Kg)

Get the word on us. Non -Linear
Systems has been intelligently
innovating in the digital testing
industry for nearly three decades.
From the introduction of the first
digita: voltmeter to breakthrough
products like the MS -230.

To get the whole story, from
product facts to philosophy, write
for our free 1980 Catalog today.
Non -Linear Systems, Inc., Box N,
Del Mar, California 92014. Tele-
phone (714) 755-1134, TWX
910-322-1132.

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
pecialists in the
cience of staying ahead.

C 1980 Non Linear System. I,

row
009/101

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Box N, Del Mar, California 92014

Please send me your free
1980 Catalog.

Name

Company-
Phone

Address

City

State zip

Circle (10) on Reply Card
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Scope roundup
the connector at the scope end of
the shielded cable. This adjustment
is made while viewing the calibra-
tion squarewave on the CRT screen.

Several old and new scope probes
are shown in Figure 3.

Three brands of probes were
tested with a digital -readout capaci-
tance meter. One old probe mea-
sured 24.2pF in 10:1 low -cap
position and 88pF for direct 1:1
when disconnected from the scope.
The readings increased to 28.3pF
and 56nF when the probe was
connected to scope. A new Sencore
low -capacitance -only probe mea-
sured 22.2pF away from the scope
and 23.6pF connected. A new
B&K-Precision probe at the X10
position measured 20.3pF by itself
and 22.7pF connected to the scope.
Switching to X1 position gave
28.4pF alone and 28nF with the
scope. Perhaps a measurement of
stray capacitances is not valid when
made by dcV charging and dis-
charging (rather than an ac bridge),
because these readings are higher
than typical 9pF to 15pF ratings for
low -capacitance probes. However,
these measurements proved the
low -cap function was effective in
reducing the capacitance loading of
probes.

Figure 4 illustrates squarewave
degradation that occurs when a
direct 1:1 probe is connected to a
11,000 ci circuit impedance. The

Figure 3 Scope probes are available In
many different forms. The top two
devices are the probe and scope
connector of a Tektronix probe. The
adjustment screw is In the connector
block. In the center is an old (but still
operative) RCA X1/X10 probe. Second
from the bottom is an older B&K-
Precision probe. It and the Tektronix
have hook connectors with spring -
loaded insulating covers. At the bot-
tom is a Tektronix current probe for
ac -current measurements without
breaking of the circuit.

Model
Vertical Vertical

Sensitivity Response Rise Time
Signal
Delay

Dual Dual
Trace Beam

Hodz.
Sweep

TIme/DIv.

B&K-Precision
1405 10mV/div 5MHz 10Hz-

110kHz

1432 2mV/div 15MHz 24ns
or less

.5ps-.5s
per div

1466 10mV/cm 10MHz 35ns
or less

1s -.5s
rr div

1476 10mV/cm 10MHz 35ns
or less

X ts-.5s
Or div

1477 10mV/cm 15MHz 24ns
or less

X .5ps-.5s
per div

1479A 5mV/cm 30MHz 11.7ns
or less

X X .2ps-.5s
per div

1520 SmVlcm 20MHz 17.5ns
or less

X .5ps-.5s
per div

1530 2mV/div 30MHz 11.7ns
or less

X X .2ps-5s
pbr div

1535 2mV/cm 35MHz X X .1ps-5s
per div

1420 10mV/cm 20MHz 17.5ns X 1ps-.5s

1500 5mV/div 100MHz
and

3.5ns X 4 -trace Time
base "A"

1mV/div 2Ons-.5s
Time

base "B"
2Ons-
50ms
per div

Caywood Electronics
Millen No No
90942 amplifier amplifier

No
sweep

90928
amplifier
available
39V, peak
to peak
per cm

Millen
90912

No
amplifier

No
sweep

90928
amplifier
available

221/2V p -p
per cm

Millen
90913

No
amplifier

No
sweep

90928
amplifier
available
5.7V p -p
per cm
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Hodz.
Amp
Band- Expanded Delayed Calibrated
width Sweep Sweep TV Sync Waveform

Reader
Service

Special Features Number

dc-
250kHz

dc -1 MHz X5

dc -1 MHz X5

dc -1 MHz X5

dc -1 MHz X

dc-2MHz X5

dc-2MHz X10

dc-2MHz X5

dc-2MHz X5

dc -1 MHz X10

dc-5MHz X

X

X

 Recurrenl sweep 17

 Battery option
 Ch. 2 polarity

invert

 Auto level-
displays baseline
with no input
signal

 Differential inputs
 Auto -level

 Differential inputs

 Ch. 2 po arity
invert

 Differential inputs
 AM detector

 Independent
selection of chop
or alternate
display

 Ch. 2 invert

 Ch. 2 polarity
invert

 Single -sweep
hold -off

 Ch. 2 polarity
Invert

 Uncal. condition
LEDs

 Single sweep
 Norm/chop

sweep select

 Mini scope
 Battery option

 Dual independent
time bases

 5011 and 1M12
inputs

 Alternate time
base operation

 Ch. 1, A gate,
B gate outputs

No
amplifier

90928
amplifier
available

 2" module scope 18

 2" module scope

 11/2"0" module
scope

ESR METER
checks electrolytics

IN -CIRCUIT and is TV shop
FIELD-TESTED:

The most fantastic instrument I've
ever bought-Billings, Mt. Used it
3 months; it only missed once-
Marinette, Wis. (Typical). Squeal
& no sync: 3 bad caps in B + &
AGC; Many Thanks-Taos, N.M.
Please ship another; very satis-
fied-Glen Rock, Pa. It's fantastic
-St. Joseph, Mo. Please rush;
heard good reports-Hicksville,
N.Y. One tremendous meter-
Alexandria, Minn. Send your
Super meter; heard about it-N.
Olmstead, Ohio. Love that ESR
Meter-Acton, Mass. Used it in-
tensively for 30 days; it's been
100% effective-Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ideal for preventive maintenance:
measures electrolyte dryness 8
shows up intermittent opens.

60 -day Satisfaction Guarantee.
Send check or M.O. or call

(313) 435-8916 for COD
Or write for free brochure to:

Creative electronic,
ESR Brochure

1417 N. Selfridge postpaidClawson, Mich. 48017
USA & CAN.

$ 99.00

Circle (11) on Reply Card

SERVICE DEALERS
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS a
Are you standing
idly by while ideas
that can be
money in your -
pocket fly away?
Membership in NESDA
le one of those ideas.

WHAT DO YOU GET FROM NESDA?
1. Insurance
2. Special Bancard Rates
3. ServiceShop Magazine
4. Electronic Service

Industry Yearbook
5. Service Industry Informatio
6. Legislative Programs with j 1

.ligreState and National Governmenj
7. Advocate for Better

Warranty Practices
8. Business Information fiVii

Don't let your
bucks get lost in
the shuffle.

Send in your check
today.

On the bottom line
it will mean extra $$$ in your pocket.

JOIN NESDA woos.
And Your State Association "-
Send for more information:
NESDA, 2708 W. Berry St.
Fort Worth, TX 76109
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Scope roundup

squarewave repetition rate is 16kHz
(approximately TV horizontal -sweep
frequency), which shows the possi-
ble loss of video -signal sharpness
from a direct probe. Notice that
both the scope waveform and the
TV video would be affected the
same because the excessive probe/
cable capacitance connected to the
video signal is responsible.

There are two advantages of
low -cap probes, less loading on
tested circuits because of higher
impedance and reduced capacitance
at the probe tip. The only disadvan-
tage is the incidental signal loss
from voltage -divider action.

Probe functions
affect calibration

When the X10 low -cap function
of a probe is selected, the signal at
the scope input connector is divided
by 10. Only 1/10 of the amplitude
reaches the scope. This changes the
V/div calibration of all vertical -sen-
sitivity ranges.

Most scopes depend on the
operator to move the decimal point
one position to the right (1.2VPP
becomes 12VPP, 98VPP becomes
980VPP etc). This becomes auto-
matic with practice. However, it can
cause errors.

Sencore's new model SC -60 and
one older model have volts/division
calibrations for the 10 -times loss of
signal. No mathematics is required.
Several Tektronix scopes have cali-
brations (Figure 5) with a different

411111

in.1110,

Figure 4 Direct of X1 scope probes
can round edges of waveforms. Top
trace shows the 16kHz squarewave
from the generator when an X10 probe
was connected. After the probe was
changed to X1, the integration was
evident in the slower rise and fall
times and the rounded corners. The
Impedance was 11K12, which is com-
mon in video circuits.

Hark.
Vertical Vertical Signal Dual Duel Sweep

Model Sensitivity Response Rise Time Delay Trace Beam Time/Div.

Caywood Electronics, Cont.
Millen No 60Hz
90902 amplifier line

90928 sweep
amplifier
available
39V p -p
per cm

Millen No 60Hz
90905-B amplifier line

90928 sweep
amplifier
available
12V p -p
per cm

Millen 0.16V dc to 2-30
90925 peak to 550kHz kHz

peak
per cm

EH International
1060 2mV/div- w/961 350ps

10V/div probe
1GHz
band-
width
w/960
probe

350MHz
band-
width

0.2ns/div-
100ms/

div

Gould Inc., Instruments Division
0S255

0S260

2mV/cm
to

10mV/cm

2mV/cm
to

20V/cm

15MHz

15MHz

23ns

23ns

X

X

500ns-
0.2slcm

500ns-
0.2slcm

0S1200 2mV/cm
to

10V/cm

25MHz 14ns X X 200ns/cm
-1s/cm

OS1100A 1 mV /cm
to

10V/cm

30MHz 12ns X X 200ns/cm
-2a/cm

0S3500 2mV/cm
to

5V/cm

60MHz <6ns X X 5Ons/cm
-0.5s/cm

0S3600 2mV/cm
to

5V/cm

100MHz 3.5ns X X 50na/cm
-0.5s/cm

0S3350 1mV/cm
to

20V/cm

40MHz 9ns X X 100ns/cm
-1a/cm
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Horiz.
Amp

Band- Expanded Delayed
width Sweep Sweep

Calibrated
TV Sync Waveform

Reader
Service

Special Features Number

 31/2"x19" rack
mount scope

 5" rack mount
scope

 2-5/8"x4-5/8"
scope on
31/2"x19" rack
panel

18

X

3dB at X5
1MHz, (10Ons)
<3' at cm
50kHz

3dB at X10
1.5MHz, (50ns/cm)
< 3' at
200kHz

3dB at X10
500kHz, (20ns/cm)
<3' at
250kHz

386 at X10 X
1MHz, (20ns/cm)
<3' at
500kHz

3dB at X10 X

1.5MHz, (5ns/cm)
<3' at
500kHz

3dB at X10 X
1.5MHz, (5nslcm)
<3' at
500kHz

3dB at X5 X
2MHz, (20ns/cm)
<3' at
500kHz

 Waveform
analyzer digitizer
Digital readout
sampling scope

 Programmable

19

X 1V peak,  Sum & difference 20
1kHz  X -Y display

nominal  Dc trigger
sq. wave  Z -modulation

1V peak,  True dual beam
1kHz  Single sweep

nominal  X -Y -Y display
sq. wave  Dc trigger

 Z -modulation

1V peak,  Sum & difference
1kHz  X -Y display

nominal  6kV accelerating
sq. wave V

 Dc trigger
 Z -modulation

1V peak,  Sweep delay
1kHz  Single sweep

nominal  10kV acceler. V
sq. wave  Dc trigger

 Z -modulation

1V peak,  Trigger view
1 kHz  4 -trace alternate

nominal  Trigger hold -off
sq. wave  Dc trigger

 Z -modulation

1V peak,  X -Y -Y display
1kHz time w/DMM

nominal optional signal
sq. wave amplitude

w/ probe

X 1V peak,  Special TV
1 kHz waveform &

nominal raster monitor
sq. wave  Digital line callup

for PAL or NTSC
 Teletext

compatible
 LED display of

line number
 Also functions as

conventional
40MHz dual trace
scope

endeco
soldering &
desoldering
equipment

SOLDERING
IRONS

Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats - 20w ano
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords

DESOLDERING
IRONS

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING

KITS

Everything needed
to solder or de -

solder or both. Al!
in a handy lifetime metal

box with hasp.

See your distributor or write...

Enterprise Development Corp.
5127 E 65th St Indianapolis IN 46220

PHONE 13171 251.1231

Circle (121 on Reply Card

NATESA

5908 S.

Troy

Chicago

IL 60629

ARE YOU A PRO?
...the not for profit association
championing independents' right to
compete, and delivering valuable
benefits continuously since 1950.

 LEADING SPOKESMAN
 TRADE INFORMATION

DISPENSER
 WATCHDOG
 LOBBYIST

 YARDSTICK OF STANDARDS
 CONSUMER RELATIONS

 COUNSELOR

 PROBLEM SOLVER

We are not freeloaders. So our check
for $60.00 dues is attached. As our
special premium, please ship the in-
dicated $15.00 Manual.

 Practical Business Manual
- OR -

1=1 Service Contract Manual
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Scope roundup

reference point for 1X and 10X
modes.

Any of these systems can be used
without errors if the operator
understands how the 10X errors are
corrected.

Dc and ac coupling
Scopes needflat frequency re-

sponse down to dc. This prevents
tilting of low -repetition -rate square
waves and allows dc voltages (or the
combined dc and ac signal) to be
measured. Direct coupling is neces-
sary in all scope vertical -amplifier
stages for dc response.

The ability to measure dc vol-
tages is valuable for many tests.
However, examination of a small ac
waveform riding on a large dc
voltage is unsatisfactory (the wave-
form is too small, or it moves off
screen). For those tests, the scope
must show ac waveforms with all dc
voltages removed. This is accom-
plished by switching in a 0.1,,F
capacitor between the scope input
jack and the internal vertical ampli-
fier stages.

A three -position switch (Figure 6)
selects ac without dc voltages (AC
position) or ac and dc voltages
together (DC position). At first, the
third (GND) position seems super-
fluous. Zero voltage can be ob-
tained merely by removing a probe
from the point being measured. In
actual operation, however, the extra
grounded switch position is helpful.
Disconnection of the probe from
the test point doesn't always remove
all signal from the probe. Strong
signals (such as pulses from hori-
zontal -sweep systems) can often be
picked up by a scope probe from

VOLTS/DIV
tx 10X

PROBE PROBE

go.

Figure 5 Some Tektronix scopes have
two reference points for vertical -
sensitivity switch positions. Two Sen-
core models show the volt/division
value with an X10 probe, because it
should be used for almost all meas-
urements.

Vertical Vertical Signal
Model Sensitivity Response Rise Time Delay

Dual
Trace

Horiz.
Dual Sweep
Beam Time/Div.

Gould, cont.
084000 5mV1cm 10MHz

to conven-
20V/cm tional

35ns X

450kHz 2MHz
digital sample
storage rate

084100 100uV / cm 250kHz 1MHz X
to digital sample

5V/cm storage rate

1ns/cm-
20s/cm

100uslcm
-50s/cm

Hickok
515

517

5mV

5mV

15MHz

15MHz

24ns

24ns

0.2s/div
to

+ 0.1us/
div

0.2s/div
to

Oil's/My

Hitachi
V-1516 1X: 5mV/

div
15MHz 24ns 0.2us/dly

5X: 1mV/
div

5MHz 72ns

V-1528 1X:5mV/
div

15MHz 24ns X 0.20s/div

5X: 1mV/
div

5MHz 72ns

V-202 1X:5mV/
div

20MHz 17.5ns X 0.2us/div

5X: 1mV/
div

7MHz 5Ons

V-301 1X:5mV/
div

30MHz 24ns X 0.2usIdiv

5X: 1mV/
div

5MHz 72ns

V -302B 1X:5mV/
div

30MHz 24ns X X 0.2us/div

5X: 1mV/
div

5MHz 72ns

V-352 1X:5mV/
div

35MHz 17.5ns X X 0.2us/div

5X: 1mV/
div

7MHz 5Ons

V -550B 1X:5mV/
div

50MHz 7ns X X 5Ons/div

5X: 1 mV/
div

10MHz 36ns

V -059B 1X: 7MHz 5Ons 10us/div
50mV /

div
5X: 2MHz 175ns

10mV /
div
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Horlz.
Amp

Sand- Expanded Delayed Calibrated
width

Reader
Service

Sweep Sweep TV Sync Wavetomi Special Features Number

X10 Digital
(10Ons/ delay

cm

250kHz X10 Digital
(10ps/cm) delay

1V peak, Digital storage 20
1kHz plus 10MHz real

nominal time
sq. wave  Transient capture

 Nonfade digital
display

 Waveform
generation

 Bus output
 Selectable

pretrigger viewing
 X -Y, T -Y outputs

 Digital storage in
T -Y & X -Y modes

 Bipolar trigger
 Transient capture
 Waveform

generation
 Bus output
 Y -Y & T -Y

outputs

1MHz X5

1MHz X5
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500kHz 10Ons/div
(10X)

500kHz 100us/div
(10X)

500kHz 10Ons/div
(10X)

500kHz 10Ons/div
(10X)

500kHz 10Ons/div
(10X)

500kHz 2Ons
(10X)

X 1kHz
square

X 1kHz
square

X 1kHz  Square CRT
square  Low drift

X 1kHz
square

X 1kHz
square

X 1kHz  Square CRT
square  Low drift

500kHz 5ns/div X X 1kHz  Trigger view
(10X) square  Auto focus

 Variable hoidoff

10kHz 1us/div X Gate  Small size
signal  Lightweight
square  Ac, dc or battery

powered
 TW waveform

monitor
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Figure 8 New triggered scopes have
some kind of three -position switch
that blocks dc and passes ac to the
vertical channel (AC), disconnects the
probe and grounds the vertical -ampli-
fier input to give zero input (GND) or
passes both ac and dc to the vertical
amplifier (DC).

several inches away. Occasionally, a
true -zero signal is needed for
reference but the probe is not easily
accessible. The switch allows a
rapid change from any waveform to
zero volts.

Desirable scope bandwidth
It is difficult to specify a mini-

mum scope vertical -amplifier fre-
quency response. The low -frequency
response should be flat to dc. But a
satisfactory high -frequency response
depends on the specific measure-
ment.

Here are some examples:
 The limits of human hearing are
about ftHz to 20kHz. Therefore,
audio sinewaves should require
response only to 20kHz. However
distortion might produce square
waves, which need about 20 har-
monics. A scope for audio should
be flat within 3dB from 16Hz to
400kHz.
 Vertical -sweep pulses require
about 100 harmonics for good
waveform reproduction. Therefore,
TV vertical sweep needs scope
response to 6kHz.
 TV horizontal -sweep pulses also
require 100 harmonics, or an upper
response to 1.57MHz.
 Video signals without chroma
have harmonics up to about
2.5MHz; video plus chrominance
sidebands extends to about
4.1MHz. Chroma burst has a
frequency of 3.58MHz and a sine
waveshape.

Accotding to these figures, a
scope for TV servicing needs a
bandwidth that is absolutely flat
between dc and 4.1MHz. A good

.5MHz scope apparently could fill
all these needs.
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However, glitch and transient

identification require at least twice
the usual bandwidth, bringing the
requirements to 10MHz.

Many new TV receivers include
microprocessors and other digital
devices. A 15MHz scope rounds the
corners of these digital signals. So,
the upper frequency response must
be doubled again. Proper reproduc-
tion of digital glitches requires
about 30MHz response.

Perhaps the response should be
extended even more to satisfy
demands in the future when the
repetition rate of digital signals will
be made faster.

These estimates of frequency
response neglect an important prac-
tical factor: Usually, scopes with
wider vertical response have corres-
ponding faster sweep times. For
example, popular 10MHz and
15MHz scopes of the past might
have a shortest sweep time of 1p s,
which can show no less than about
36 cycles of a 3.58MHz carrier. By
contrast, a newer 35MHz scope has
a shortest sweep time of 0.1 us, and
it can show about 3.6 complete
cycles of the same 3.58MHz carrier.
(Figure 7). Switching in the X5
horizontal expansion can improve
those specifications, but at the
expense of decreased trace bright-
ness and with a less stable wave -

Figure 7 Minimum sweep time de-
termines how few cycles of a high -
frequency signal can be displayed.
Waveshapes are difficult to analyze
when more than two or three are seen.
A scope with a 1ps shortest sweep
time will display about 35 cycles of a
3.58MHz color carrier (top trace).
Another scope having a fastest sweep
time of 0.1ps can show about 3.5
cycles (lower trace). Of course, a 1 s

scope can display the lower trace if it
has 10X horizontal expansion, but the
brightness will be decreased severely
and instability might become a prob-
lem. By contrast, a 0.1ps scope with
10X expansion can show about 3.5
cycles at 35MHz.

Vertical Vertical Signal
Model Sensitivity Response Rise Time Delay

Dual
Trace

Horiz.
Dual Sweep
Beam Time/Dlr.

Kikusui Electronics
5650 1 mV -5V dc- 7ns

50MHz

5630 1 mV -5V dc- 1Ons X
35MHz

5531 1 mV -5V dc- 1Ons X

35MHz

5530 1 mV -5V dc- 1Ons X

35MHz

5520 1 mV -5V dc- 17ns
20MHz

5513 1 mV -5V dc- 35ns
10MHz

x .1 us -.5s

.1us-5s

.2us-.5s

.2us-.5s

.fps -.1s

Leader Instruments Corp.
LBO- 5mV 30MHz 11 5ns
515B

LBO- 5mV 35MHz 1Ons
520A

LBO- 10mV 20MHz 17.5ns
507A

LBO- 10mV 20MHz 17.5ns
508A

LBO- 1 mV 10MHz 35ns
513

LBO- 1 mV 10MHz 35ns
514

LBO- 2mV 20MHz 17.5ns
308S

LBO- 1mV 50MHz 7ns
517

12Ons X

12Ons X

X

X

120ns X

.2ps/dIv
-.5s/div

0.2ps/div
-0.5-5/cm

0.5ps/ cm
-200ms/

cm

0.5ps/ cm
-200msl

cm

0.5ps/ cm
-200ms/

cm

0.5ps /cm
-200ms

CM

0.5ps / cm
0.2s/cm

0.05ps/
cm

0.5s/cm

Non -Linear Systems
MS -15 10mV/ -3dB at 3Ons

dIv 8MHz
and

-6dB at
15MHz

MS -215 10mV/ -3dB at 3Ons
dIv 8MHz

and
-6dB at
15MHz

MS -230 10mV / -3dB at 15ns
dIv 30MHz

.5s / dIv-
.1ps/d Iv

.5s/dIv-
.1ps/dIv

.1 s/dIv-
.05ps/d Iv
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Hartz.
Amp

Band- Expended Delayed
width

Reeder
Calibrated Service

Sweep Sweep TV Sync Waveform Special Features Number

dc-2MHz 10X

dc -2M Hz 10X

dc-2MHz 5X

dc-2MHz 5X

ac -1 MHz 5X

dc -1 MHz 5X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Portable
Triggered delayed
sweep
500kHz chop
freq.
Auto -trigger level
Auto -focus
Variable holdoff

Portable
Triggered delayed
sweep
500kHz chop
freq.
Auto -trigger level
Auto -focus
Variable holdoff

Triggered delayed
sweep
Variable holdoff
Portable

Portable
Single sweep

One touch X -Y
Single sweep
ac or dc
triggering
Bench unit

Bench unit
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1MHz X

1MHz X

X10

250kHz X

X5

800kHz X
X5

250kHz X
X5

800kHz X

X5

1MHz X

X5

1MHz X
X10

X10

x

X  Calibrated
delayed time base

X Internal graticule
Rectangular CRT

X

X

X  High sensitivity

X Portable, battery
operable, 10 lbs.

X  3rd & 4th than.
trig. view

 Alternate
triggering

 Alternate time
base display
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1V  Small size
sq. wave  Portable

 Battery -powered
 Lightweight

1V  Small size
sq. wave  Portable

 Battery -powered
 Lightweight

1V  Small size
sq. wave  Portable

 Battery -powered
 Lightweight
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form. Save the X5 feature for
emergencies; don't depend on it for
daily routine tasks.

Dual -trace operation
Both dual -beam and dual -trace

scopes can show two separate
waveforms on one CRT screen.
Dual -beam types have the equiva-
lent: of two scopes in one envelope.
Advantages are full brightness of
both traces and absolutely the same
phase of the two waveforms. Dual -

beam models are rare and cost
more than dual -trace models. Both
require two identical sets of vertical
amplifiers.

The majority of scopes purchased
by the industrial and home -enter-
tainment electronic fields are dual -

trace models. There are too many
advantages of dual trace to list
them all. One obvious and helpful
application is comparing the same
signal at various points of the
circuit. Another is the ability to
compare the phase of certain
signals as they undergo waveform
and amplitude changes.

A few scope models offer separ-
att. triggering of each channel
independently. This is helpful for
asynchronous operation with signals
of slightly different frequencies, but
it has limited value in TV servicing.

Vertical -signal delay
Top -of -the -line scopes often have

two delays. One is horizontal -sweep
delay in which a second timed
sweep is initiated at a selected point
of the regular sweep; this expands
certain sections of a waveform. The
other type delays the vertical -chan-
nel scope signal. It is needed
because the horizontal sweep is
triggered from a selected voltage
level of the vertical -channel signal.
However, a small amount of time is
required before the horizontal
sweep begins to move the CRT
beam. During this time interval, the
vertical signal has moved on with-
out being seen on the screen. The
tiny section of vertical signal occur-
ring between initiation of triggering
and the actual beginning of hori-
zontal sweep is lost.

There is no problem when the
signal is a sinewave. The scope -
triggering level control is offset
slightly so the missing section is not
noticed. Problems arise when view-
ing fast -rise -time fast -repetition
pulses or squarewaves. The time is
so short during the fast rise or fall
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Figure 8 A signal -delay line in a scope
vertical channel prevents loss of the
leading edge of fast rise -time pulses
and squarewaves: (A) A 15MHz scope
without signal delay was missing
about a third of the first peak, and the
waveform showed rounded corners
and slower rise and fall times of the
100kHz squarewave; and (B) A 35MHz
scope with an internal signal -delay
line displayed all of the first leading
edge and the waveshape was better.

of the waveform that, even if
triggering was initiated at the
bottom of a positive pulse (for
example), the leading edge would
be finished before any trace could
begin. The visible result is elimina-
tion of the initial leading or falling
edge (whichever triggered the
sweep). Fast -repetition -rate signals
also lose part of the first peak
(Figure 8). At 100kHz, about one-
third is missing.

A delay line (coaxial cable or
transmission line) in each vertical
channel slows movement of the
vertical signal toward the CRT.
When the artificial delay is correct-
ly designed to be equal to the
inherent delay of the horizontal
sweep, the triggering point of the
vertical arrives at the CRT exactly
in step with the beginning of
horizontal sweep. Therefore, none
of the vertical waveform is lost.

Horizontal -sweep times
Horizontal sweep in a triggered

scope is initiated by arrival of a

Horlz.
Vertical Vertical Signal Dual Dual Sweep

Model Sensitivity Response Rise Time Delay Trace Beam Time/Div.

Norland Corporation
3001
Pro- _+_100V
cessing
Digital

4 -trace time/
sample
2ps per
sample
(max)

Philips Test & Measuring Instruments
PM 5mV- 0-15MHz 23ns X .23/ div
3207 10mV 500ns/

div

PM 2mV- 0-25MHz 14ns X X .5s-
3212 10V 200ns

PM 2mV- 0-25MHz 14ns X X .5s-
3214 10V 200ns

PM 2mV- 0-35MHz 1Ons X X .5s-
3216 10V 100ns

PM 2mV- 0-35MHz 10nS X X .5s-
3218 10V 100ns

PM 2mV- 0-15MHz 23ns X .2s-
3226 10V 500ns

PM 2mV- 0-10MHz 35ns X X .5s-
3233 10V 200ns

PM 2mV- 0-10MHz 35ns X X .5s-
3234 10V 200ns

PM 5mV-2V 0-50MHz 7ns X 4 ch. .5s-50ns
3244

PM 2mV 0- 3.5ns X X 18-50ns
3262 (35MHz) 100MHz

-5V

PM 2mV 0- 3.5ns X X 1s-50ns
3263 (35MHz) 100MHz

-5V

PM 2mV 0- 3.5ns X 4 ch. 1s-50ns
3264 (35MHz) 100MHz

-5V

PM 2mV-5V 0- 3.5ns X X 1s-50ns
3266 100MHz
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Horiz.
Amp

Band- Expanded Delayed
width Sweep Sweep

Calibrated
TV Sync Waveform

Reader
Service

Special Features Number

Delayed
trigger

pre/post
trigger

X  Programmable
 Mathematical

processing
 RS232 and IEEE

interacting

0-2MHz X5
100ns

0-1MHz X10
2Ons

0-1MHz X10 X

2Ons

0-1MHz X10

0-1MHz

1Ons

 Chan B inve-t
 Add mode
 Double insu ated

 Composite
triggering

 Double insulated
 10kV CRT

 Comp. trig.
 10kV CRT
 Double insulated
 Alternating

timebase display

X X  Comp. trig.
 10kV CRT
 Double insulated
 Trigger holdoff

X10 X X X  Comp. trig.
 10kV vert
 Trigger holdoff
 Alternating time -

base

0-500kHz X5
100ns

0-1MHz X5
4Ons

0-1MHz X5
4Ons

0-1M Hz X5
1Ons

0-2MHz X10
5ns

0-2MHz X10
5ns

0-2MHz X10
5ns

0-2MHz X10

X

X

X

X

X

X  Compact size

X  10kV dual -beam
CRT

X  Variable
resistance
storage

X  4 -channel scope

X  Composite trig.
 Trigger holdoff
 Trigger view 3rd

ch.
 Alternating

time -base

X  Comp. trig.
 Trig. holdoff

Trig. view 3rd ch.
 Alternationg

time -base
 Microprocessor

controlled timing

X  Four channel
Trig. holdoff
Trig. view 5th
channel

 Comp. trig - alt.
TB

X  Variable
resistance
storage

 Comp trigger

 Comp. trigger
 Trigger holdoff

Trig. view
 Alternating
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APPLIANCE
REPAIR
BOOKS

Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -under-
stand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams' Acclaimed by
instructors and professionals alike' How to
diagnose and repair air conditioners. refrigera-
tors. washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners. electro-
static air cleaners, RV gas appliances. hair
dryers, motors. water heaters. coffeemakers,
can openers. floor polishers, steam irons. food
mixers, lawn care appliances. electric knives
electric and digital clocks and many others
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more Only
$2.65 to $4.90 ea.

SENO FOR FREE PRICE LIST

Gamit, Dept. ES
110 W. St. Charles Road,
Lombard, Illinois 60148
Circle (5) on Reply Card

REBUILD
YOUR OWN

PICTURE TUBES?

With the Lakeside Industries precision picture
tube ebullding unit, you can rebuild any pic-
ture tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolution-
ized Precision equipment of our modern times.
This unit is easy to operate and requires only
4 x I ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. TOW Celt to rebuild a color Cubs Is
$5.50. Your cost to rebuild a Mack and white tube is
$2.15.
Profit' Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.
Net pofit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,060.00 per week.
Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.

For further information, please send your name and

address to Lakeside Industries, 4071 N. Elston Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois 60618. Phone: (312) 5836565.

P.S No salesman will call.

Circle (6) on Reply Card
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certain predetermined voltage level
in the vertical signal. This is called
triggering. The precise signal vol-
tage that causes triggering is se-
lected by adjustment of controls
and switches.

After triggering has occurred, the
horizontal -sweep circuit moves the
CRT beam across the screen.
However, the time required for the
beam to move from the left edge to
the right edge of the screen is
determined by other time -constant
circuits. Sweep can be adjusted
with time/division controls to occur
over a period of minutes or for as
little as a fraction of a microsecond.

The CRT screen exhibits what-
ever segment of the signal occurs
during the time required by the
horizontal sweep. A thousand cycles
of the signal might be shown, or a
fraction of one cycle. It depends on
the sweep time versus the time of
each signal cycle.

After the sweep is finished, the
sweep circuit stops completely and
waits until it is forced to sweep
again by another triggering. In
turn, triggering is initiated again
when the selected voltage next
arrives in the vertical signal. Of
course, every triggering is followed
by horizontal sweep for the selected
time, and the sweep then waits
until the next triggering voltage
appears in the vertical signal.

Horizontal sweep requires two

555552;st
Figure 9 The normal action of a
triggered scope is to show a trace
with waveform only when properly
triggered. Otherwise, the screen
shows nothing. When a scope has
some variation of automatic trigger-
ing, it has a normal waveform when
triggered correctly (top trace) and an
unstable unlocked waveform when not
triggered. Without an Input signal, the
auto feature supplies a base line.

Model
Vertical Vertical Signal Duel

SamItIvIty Response Rlee Time Delay Trees

Rork.
Dual Sweep
Ream TIme/DIv.

Sencore
SC60 5mV/dIv -3dB ens

60MHz
-12dB

100MHz

100ms
through

.1 p$
19 steps

Simpson
452

454

5mV/cm

5mV/dIv

dc to
15MHz

dc to
15MHz

24na

24ns

0.2us/
cm to

0.5s/cm

0.5ps/
div to

0.58/div

Tektronix
T912 2mVldiv dc- x x 0.5ps/dIv

10MHz

T921 2mV/dIv dc- 0.2ps/dIv
15MHz

1922 2mVIdIv dc- x x 0.2ps/div
15MHz

T932A 2mV/dIv dc- x x 0.1ms/dIv
35MHz

7934A 2mV/dIv dc- x x 0.1ps/dIv
35MHz

314 1 mV / dlv dc- X 0.1ps/dIv
10MHz

335 1mV/dIv dc-
35MHz

x 0.02ps/
div

434 10mV/
div

dc-
25MHz

X 0.02ps/

455 5mV/div dc-
50MHz

X 0.05ps/
div

separately controlled steps: (1) trig-
gering according to a selected
signal voltage; and (2) horizontal
deflection for a controllable length
of time.

Unlike recurrent sweep scopes,
triggered scopes have no oscillator
(unless they include an automatic
feature described later). In the
absence of a vertical signal, trigger-
ing cannot occur and there is no
horizontal sweep.

The sweep time required to
display two cycles of any waveform
is easy to calculate (of course, in
practice the sweep time can be
varied until the two-cycle display is
obtained). Each cycle takes a
certain amount of time, and two
cycles double the time (which is the
total of ten graticule divisions).
Each division is given the time
indicated by the time/division
switch.

Therefore, the time/division
switch should be turned to 1/5 of
the time required for one cycle of
the waveform. The time of one
cycle is obtained by taking the
reciprocal of the frequency (one
divided by the frequency).

For a 20Hz sinewave display, for
example, the time of one cycle
equals 1/20 (0.05 seconds or 50
milleseconds). The time/div switch
then should be set for 1/5 of 50ms
(10ms) to produce two cycles on the
CRT.

Audio measurements seldom are
required below 20Hz, and the
10ms/div time will provide about
six video vertical -interval fields.
Therefore, for TV and audio servic-
ing there should be no need for
scope sweeps longer than 10ms/di-
vision. Most new scopes provide
200ms/div or longer. Some models
have 0.5s/div for the longest time;
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Herb.
Amp

Band-
width

Expended Delayed Calibrated
Sweep Sweep TV Sync Waveform Special Features

Reader
Service
Number

5MHz 10X
less

than 3
phase
shift

10MHz
usable

X 1 UP -P
2kHz

square
wave

 2kV probes
 TVV & TVH

preset buttons
 Timebase switch

calibrated in
time and freq.

X5 X

X5 X

x

x

29

30

X10

X10

X10 X X X  Dual -trace
 Rack mount

available

X10 X X X  Delayed sweep
and differential

X10 X X X  Variable trigger
holdoff and
differential

x

x

x

 Battery -operated
 Weighs 10.5 lbs.

 Battery -operated
 Weighs 10.5 lbs.

 Split-screen
storage

 Cost-effective for
50MHz bandwidth
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that requires five seconds for one
sweep. These are more slow sweep
choices than are needed for any-
thing except medical measurements
and subsonic audio. The variety is
more than adequate.

The same calculations are used
to determine what sweep times are
needed to show two cycles of high
frequencies, such as several
megahertz.

For example, 1MHz requires 1s
for one cycle, so the time/div switch
must be adjusted for 0.2ps. Color -
carrier 3.58MHz frequency must
have 0.056ps time/div setting. And
a sweep of only 0.02,,s (20ns) is
necessary to display two cycles of
10MHz. A scope with a shortest
time of 0.1p s and an X5 magnifier
has the equivalent of a 2Ons sweep,
or another scope with 0.1p s plus an
X10 magnifier provides the equiva-
lent sweep of lOns/div (giving two

cycles at 20MHz). Of course, many
waveforms can be examined fairly
well with more than two cycles
displayed. In that way, a 0.1p s
sweep with an X10 magnifier can
display six cycles of 60MHz.

New scopes have short sweep
times that are more than adequate
for color TV servicing. For radio
communications, a 0.1p s sweep plus
5X or 10X magnifier is adequate up

it.) 30MHz and 60MHz, respectively.

Automatic sweep
Many new scopes have switch

positions that allow a choice of
normal triggering or a type of
automatic triggering. In the normal
triggering mode, correct triggering
produces a stable stationary wave-
form; failure to trigger prevents
display of any line or waveform.
The loss of all light on the screen
raises questions about many scope

adjustments.
In auto -triggering mode, correct

triggering again displays a stable
stationary waveform; failure to trig-
ger produces a waveform of the
correct height but scrambled so it
resembles an unlocked recurrent -
scope trace. When triggering is not
occurring regularly, the circuit be-
comes an uncontrolled oscillator
that gives horizontal deflection. The
frequency is affected slightly, by
adjustments of the time/div variable
control, but it will never lock to the
vertical signal.

The auto -triggering feature is a
convenience for the scope operator,
because the free -running unlocked
waveform proves all conditions (ex-
cept triggering) are normal.

Expanded waveforms
Triggered scopes can expand

waveforms horizontally in three
ways:
 by switching to a shorter horizon-
tal -sweep time;
 by a second shorter -time horizon-
tal sweep. A small section of the
conventional waveform is selected
and then expanded to fill the
screen. Usually, this is called de-
layed sweep, but it should not be
confused with vertical -signal delay
(previously described), which has a
different purpose; and
 by increasing the trace width
when a 5X or 10X switch is
activated. A few scopes have con-
trols for variable width increases.

All three methods of horizontal
expansion (magnification) have ad-
vantages and disadvantages.

TV/video sync separator
All scopes have great difficulty in

triggering properly from composite
video. In fact, it is almost impossi-
ble to obtain stable TV vertical -rate
waveforms. The problem is solved
satisfactorily in scopes that have an
internal TV -type sync separator. A
video or horizontal video and
vertical video position of the trig-
gering -selector switch allows trigger-
ing from the video sync rather than
from the composite -video waveform.

This internal sync separator pro-
vides stable video waveforms, and it
is essential for servicing all televi-
sion and video products (tape and
disc). Also, complex waveforms
having repetition rates similar to
those of television vertical and
horizontal rates can often be trig -
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Figure 10 Only an internal graticule
applied to the inside of the CRT face-
plate (photograph A) can prevent
parallax errors. When the lines are en-
graved into a separate piece of plastic
(photograph B), the measurement
changes according to the operator's
viewing angle. This error can approach
10% in extreme cases.

gered with good stability by use of
the internal sync separator.

Calibration waveform
Many scopes have a calibration

squarewave signal available from a
front -panel jack. The waveform is
useful for checking the vertical -sen-
sitivity calibrations, and it is essen-
tial for the adjustment of low -ca-
pacitance probes.

Other features
In most scopes, the calibration

lines and divisions are engraved on
clear plastic (Figure 10). The wave-
form appears on the inside of the
CRT faceplate, and the plastic
graticule is placed in front of the
faceplate. A sizeable distance sep-
arates the engraved calibration lines
and the actual waveform. This can
cause serious errors from parallax.
If the graticule could be observed
from an infinite distance, there
would be no problem. But the
errors increase as the viewer ap-
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Model
Vertical Vertical

Sensitivity Response Rise Time
Signal
Delay

Dual Dual
Trace Beam

Telequipment
1010 5mV/cm dc- 35ne

10MHz

1011 1 mV/ cm- dc- 35ne
20V/cm 10MHz

1015 5mV/cm dc- 23ns X
15MHz

1016 1mV/cm
to

dc-
15MHz

23ns X

20V/cm

D66A 1 mV/ cm
to

dc-
25MHz

14ne X X

50V/cm

067A 1 mV/ cm
to

dc-
25MHz

14ns X

50V/cm

S22 1 mV- dc- 70ns X
5V/dly 5MHz

D32 10mV- dc- 35ns X
5VIdly 10MHz

D34 2mV- dc- 23ns X X
5Vidly 15MHz

DM64 1 mV- dc- 35ne X
50V/cm 10MHz

SM1 5mV- dc- 7Ons
20VIcm 5MHz

Vu -data Corporation
2521 5mV/dly 25MHz 14ne X X

PS- 5mV/dly 50MHz Ins X X

950A

PS- 5mV/dly 35MHz lOns X X
935A

2522 5mV/dly 25MHz 14ns X X

VIZ
WO- 10mV/ dc- 23ns
527A cm 15MHz

Hartz.
Sweep

Time/Div.

200nel
cm to

0.2s/cm

200nsl
cm to

0.2slcm

20Ons/
cm to

0.2a/cm

20Ons/
cm to

0.2s/cm

100ne/
cm to
2s/cm

200nsI
cm to
2a/cm

1ps-
0.3e/dly

0.5ps-
0.5s/div

0.2ps-

100na/
cm

2s/cm

1ps-
0.5e/dly

100ns

100ns

100ns

100na

0.5us/
cm to

0.5s/cm

WO- 10mV/ dc- 23ns X 0.5pe/
555 cm to 15MHz cm to

20V/cm 0.5s/cm

Wavetek
1901C 1mV/div dc to

15kHz

1903 150mV/ dc to
diy 15kHz

1910 1mV/cily dc to
15kHz

X



Horiz.
Amp

Band- Expanded Delayed Calibrated
width Sweep Sweep TV Sync Waveform

Reader
Sinks

Special Features Number

X5

X5

X5

X5

X5

X X  Beam locate
 Trace locate

X X  Ch. 1 & Ch. 2/
 Ch. 1 - Ch. 2 xy
 Beam locate

X X  Beam locate
 Trace locate

X X  Ch. 1 & Ch. 2/
 Ch. 1 -Ch. 2 xy
 Beam locate

X x  xy
 Add & Invert

Ch. 2
 Chop/Alt
 Single shot

X5 X X X  Add & invert
Ch. 2

 Chop/alt
 Single shot

X10

X5

X5

X5

X X  Battery -operated

X X  Rechargeable

X X  Portable

X X  Storage
 xy
 Add & invert
 Single shot

x x

32

200kHz 2Ons/div

200kHz lOns/d iv

200kHz 10ns/ d iv

200kHz 2Ons/div X

4V  Optional
1kHz DMM-counter

4V  Optional
1kHz DMM-counter

4V  Optional
1kHz DM M -counter

4V
1kHz

 Digital delayed
sweep and event
count

47

dc-1MHz X10

dc -1 MHz X10

X  TV line selector 48
trigger polarity
Indicator

X  TV line selector
trigger polarity
indicator

dc to
1.5kHz

dc to
15kHz

dc to
1.5kHz

49

proaches the graticule. At a dis-
tance of 6 or 8 inches, the error can
be about one division at the top
and another division at the bottom
of the graticule. Errors at the sides
are worse because the calibrated
area is rectangular.

The solution for graticule paral-
lax errors is a scope CRT with
internal calibrations, usually called
internal graticule. As the need for
improved accuracy increases, it is
hoped more manufacturers will
offer this valuable feature.

A push on a beamfinder button
compresses any waveform into a
small area near the CRT screen's
center. The feature is helpful in
cases in which miscentering or
excessive height (especially with
pulses and squarewaves) has moved
the waveform off the CRT screen.

Single -sweep describes a system
for capturing transients. The con-
trols are adjusted so that only the
transient can produce triggering,
and the scope then has no trace
until the transient occurs. Another
use is to reveal ultra -low -frequency
wave shapes. Waveforms obtained
by these methods are best studied
from photographs taken with a
scope -mounted camera.

CRT anode dc voltages range
from 2kV to 12kV, according to
model. Higher anode voltage pro-
vides increased brightness of trace
and, to a lesser degree, allows
sharper focus. Post -acceleration de-
flection (PDA) CRT construction
also allows increased brightness.

A trace -rotation control allows
the base line to be adjusted level to
the graticule lines. This is accom-
plished by applying a magnetic
field to the scope so it cancels the
earth's magnetic field. Otherwise,
the scope base line will tilt when
the scope position is changed.

Storage scopes can retain a
waveform after the signal has
passed. One type of storage is done
by special meshes in the CRT.
Digital storage is another kind
becoming important. A limitation
of digital storage has been the
restricted high -frequency response.
Tektronix has a new model that
can digitally store up to 10MHz.

Certain scope models have provi-
sion for line -power operation and
external battery -pack or internal
rechargeable -battery operation. This
feature has great value for portable
or mobile operation away from ac
power.
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test equipment 11 O

VOmA digital multimeter
A.W. Sperry has introduced a

new line of digital VOmA multime-
ters, the EZ Series. Two initial
models, EZ-6100 and EZ-6200, fea-

00041

VOL

SM.

ture full autoranging on volts and
ohms, 31/2 -digit LCD display with

10mm high numerals, automatic
indication of units and signs, auto -
polarity, overrange indication, low
battery warning, audio tone conti-
nuity indication, regular and low
power ohm ranges and range hold.
Two 1.5V AA batteries give 200
:lours of continuous use. The unit
:ncludes safety test leads and a
special clip for one -hand lead oper-
ation, batteries, fuse and one soare.
Carrying case is optional.

Circle (33) on Reply Card

Amp/volt/ohmmeter
Universal Enterprise's MCP3

clamp -on amp/volt/ohm meter locks
in the measurement reading with a
meter locking button. The MCP3
features a jaw width capacity of
1 -1/8 -inch, fuse protected ohm cir-
cuit, three color coded front panel
and scale plate, and a 1 -year
warranty. The unit has five amper-

age ranges, three ac voltage ranges
and a 0-1000 ohms range.

The MCP3 comes complete with

Electronic Servicing.

is Available in
MICROFORM

FOR INFORMATION
WRITE:

'`

r.LE! 1:111L4-1'

" ill; .2
"

111.'

University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road 18 Bedford Row
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106 London, WC1R 4EJ
U.S.A. England

L
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carrying case, test leads, batteries
and an instruction manual at a sug-
gested trade price of $54.95. Op-
tional accessories include the ALS1
line splitter/multiplier and insulated
alligator clip adaptors.

Circle (34) on Reply Card

51/2 -digit DMM
Data Precision has introduced

the model 3600 51/2 -digit field -
expandable DMM. The microcom-
puter -based instrument is housed in
a half -rack width metal case and is

equipped to measure both dc volt-
age and dc voltage ratios. Addition-
al measurement functions, including
resistance and ac voltage, and
digital interface/control, are avail-
able.

Circle (35) on Reply Card

Digital multitester
Universal Engerprises' DM100

provides fast, accurate test informa-
tion with measurements displayed

on an easy to read .5 -inch LED
display. Basic accuracy is ±0.10/o.
Features of the 25 -range DM100
include a battery test switch, auto-
matic polarity to eliminate lead
changing, auto -zeroing, protected

OHM circuit and rugged construc-
tion for use in the field.

Circle 136) on Reply Card

Universal counter
The model 7000 5Hz-80MHz uni-

versal counter by Triplett utilizes
a microprocessor -controlled re-
ciprocal counting scheme. The unit
features high resolution 5Hz-80MHz
frequency measurement and totalize
(event) counting to 1 billion and
elapsed time measurement from
100ps to 100 hours. The model
7000's microprocessor/ROM auto-
matically rounds off the display

while
event.

The unit is housed in a high -
impact thermoplastic case with
carrying handle. It operates on
standard 115Vac, 60Hz (23OVac
with internal transformer jumpers)
furnished complete with detachable
3 -wire power cord and coax cable
input lead. A rear panel accessory
lead for input to an external (TTL or
contact closure compatible) count
gate is also provided.

Circle (37) on Reply Card

continuing to count each

150MHz counter/timer
A 150MHz multi -function counter/

timer, model 5845. has been intro-
duced by Data Precision. The in-
strument measures frequency, peri-
od, period average, elapsed time,
and event counting/totaliszing. In
addition to measuring sinewave
frequency, :t measures and resolves
pulses occLrring as close as 15ns
apart. With the digital input/output
option, the unit can be remote
controlled and will output full mea-
surement and status data. A field -
installable input/output option is
available.

The cost of the basic instrument
is $325.

Circle (38) on Reply Carc

To get more
information...

on items advertised or
described in this publica-
tion, use the Reader Ser-
vice Card.
As a free service for our
readers, we forward your
inqu.ry to the product's
manufacturer. Reader Ser-
vice Card is pre -ad-
dressed.

IT'S NO PUZZLE
TO 0111011

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
FOS TY RADIO 52 WAY RADC SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH ROW AT YOUR PARTS JENSEN OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS
4040 N NAIHVILAl AVE CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 40434

Circle (7) on Reply Card

idverliserf

The Ccoper Group IFC

C'eative Electronics 27

Eitervise Development
Corp.

Gamit Enterprises Inc

Lakeside Industries

Non-Lnear Systems
Inc. 22-23, 25

Oelrich Publications 43

RCA Distributor and
Special Products 1, 4-5

Thordarson Meissner Inc. .15

Zenith Radio Corp. BC

29

37

37
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'irimarketalace

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35
cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.

Minimum classified charge $3.00

For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufactur-
ers unless used and no longer owned by the
manufacturer or distributor.

For Sale
AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement
pails: Delco, Chrysler, PhIlco-Ford, Motorola,
Panasonic and many others. Large Inventory.
Laren Eleogonics, Inc., 3768 Boston Road,
Bronx, NY 10469, (212) 881-9800, out of New York
State, MC 223-8314. S-79-tf

TV & AADIO TUBES, 38 cents EA!' Free color
catalog. Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego,
C,alifornal 92104. 8-761f

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT capa-
ble of producing four high quality tubes per day
(WILL TRAIN TO OPERATE) $3600. Call or write
Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago,
Ilinois 60634, ph. 312-545-6687. 9-80-31

1P"--ORDER No 196AE047

E"1"CCilk ROUTE 9N.
LATTSBURGH, N.V. 12901

Tel 15181 561-8700.

Circle (4) on Reply Card

Put your
money where

your Heart
is.

0. Association

American
Heart

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, Lk2UIDA-
TIONSI Parts, equipment stereo, industrial,
educational. Amazing values' Fascinating Items
unavailable In stores or catalogs anywhere. Un-
usual FREE catalog. ETC0-011, Box 782, Platts-
burgh, N.Y. 12901. 6-78-tf

TV RENTAL SYSTEMSI Complete & guaranteed.
Manual or computerized. Send S2.00 for complete
details. Perry's rental systems, 133 Brenda
Street, Milton, Florida 32570. 2-80-tIn

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your sketch or
artwork. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects.
Free details DANOCINTHS INC. Dept. ES, Box
261, Westland, MI 48185. 5-80-81

CAPACITOR KITS, FACTORY DIRECT! Subminia-
ture Aluminum Electrolytics and Solid Tantalum.
Send S,3 for catalog, pries and 3 samples. Beat
distributor costs, keep stock up, costs low! ACT
NOW! Cash or check; no C.O.D.'s. J. G. STEELE
CO., Inc., Box 422, McKenzie, TN 38201, Ph.
(901) 352-5109. 9-80-31

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding.
New book. Theory/circuits. $9.95 plus S1

shipping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. D. Beth-
page, N.Y. 11714. 7-80-tf

TELEPHONE CALLS recorded automatically, un-
attended, build yourself for less than $10.00.
Detailed plan $2.50. Garrett Electronic, 6451-A
Imperial Ave., San Diego, California 92114 8-80-61

TV RENTAL SYSTEMS! Complete a guaranteed.
Manual or computerized. Send $2.00 for complete
details. Perry's rental systems, 133 Brenda
Street, Milton, Florida 32570. 2-80-11n

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT capa-
ble of producing four high quality tubes per day
(WILL TRAIN TO OPERATE) $3600. Call or write
Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago,
Illinois 60634, ph 312-545-6667. 8-80-3t

FOR SALE: Like new 16K Heathkit H-89
computer with H-77 floppy disc drive, I-1-88-5,
and HDOS. Used 3 months. $1800. Charles Lset
Jr., Box 517, Jetmore, Kansas 67854. Phone AC
316-357-6531. 10-80-11

COMPLETE TV SERVICE INVENTORY: Tubes;
transistor, capacitor, resistor kits; misc. parts.
Steve Youngberg, R. 1, Kerkhoven, MN 56252.

10-80-1 t

Electronic Servicing
Advertising Sales offices

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Greg Garrison, P 0. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Joe Concert, 4 West 58th St
New York, NY 10019
Phone (212) 888-1977

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Herbert A. Schiff
3055 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 350
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Phone. (213) 387-0639

LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcraft 8 Co , 12 Bear St
Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7AS
Phone. 930-0525
Telex: 895-2387

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND
John Ashcraft & Co John J Lucassen
Akerdijk 150A. 1171 PV-Badhoevedorp
Phone: 2968-6226

TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105
Phone: 502-0656

WANTED: Pre -1941 TV sets, pre -1930 tubes and
radio equipment. David L. Smith. Rt. 2, Box 698.
Rustburg, Virginia 24588, 804-821-2068. 10-80-21

FOR SALE: 235 old & obsolete tubes. List on
request. Canton Radio & TV Center, 118 Pisgah
Drive, Canton, N.C. 28716, Ph. 704-648-3068.

10-80-1 t

FOR THOSE IDLE HOURS: Lord, An Astronaut,
A Warrior, A God. New Book, Hardbound, $7.75
plus S1 shipping. T&R, P.O. Box 345, Fulton, MS
38843. 10-80-1 t

19" COLOR TV's, used commercial models, RCA
XL -100 and others. 10 lot minimum. Kamcor. 88
So. Washington Ave., Bergenfield, N.J. 07621.

10-80-3t

Help wanted
TELEVISION TECHNICIANS-Experience neces-
sary, top pay, medical benefits, paid vacations
Enjoy a new "Life,,,Jois" In a beautiful, friendly,
smog free, full service desert community. Send
your resume to 225 E Ridgecrest Blvd., Ridge -
crest, California 93555 Telephone 714-375-1361
ask for Service Manager 3-80-tfn

Business Opportunity
SAVE HUNDREDS: American Made quality
Head -Ends, V/V, U/V Converters, Camera Modu-
lators, Amplifiers for small CATV systems.
Mld-band available. Factory prices Send $5.00
(or letterhead) Box 809, Boyton Beach, Fla.
33435. 8-80-tfn

TV SERVICE SHOP near SHAW AFB and Sumter,
SC. Fully equipped. Warranty station for 3 Maim
brands ---$10.000 Terms. Write Box 1164, Sumter,
SC 29150. 9-80-2t

C. E.T.
FOR TECHNICIANS WHO TAKE PRIDE

IN THEIR PROFESSION

CERTIFIED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
Certification is available in the following areas
AUDIO MATY
COMMUNICATIONS MEDICAL
INDUSTRIAL RADIO-TV

Write to: THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
OF CERTIFIED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS
2708 West Berry, Fort Worth, TX 76109

Please send me

0 Free booklet CAREERS IN THE ELEC
TRONICS INDUSTRY la stamped sell
addressed envelope is enclosed)

0 Information about the CET Test.
A list of test administrators in my
state/country.

0 I am already a CET. Send me informatio,
about ISCET membership. CET No.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ZIP PHONE
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CASH IN ON SAMS FREE BOOK OFFER!
With your order of $20 or more, you can select a FREE BONUS BOOK ...value up ilo $5.95. Take advantage of
this money -saving, limited time offer on Sams Special Projects Books. Build your $20 order from the current,
popular titles listed below. Free Bonus Book selections are Indicated by an asterisk (C). Mix or match the books
you want ...then indicate your free book selection on the order form.

AUDIO
TAPE RECORDING FOR THE
HOBBYIST -4th Edition.
Cassettes, eight -track, open reel, and
home video tape Covers taplrg
broadcasts, live sound, special effects
and editing #21348. $495
STEREO HIGH-FIDEUTY SPEAKER
SYSTEMS.
Covers a broad range of stereo speaker
systems. Includes shopping tips for
equipment best suited to your needs
#21514 $5.95.

USTEN TO RADIO ENERGY, LIGHT, AND
SOUND.
Hear fascinating, exciting new sounds
through inexpensive amplifiers #21525
$5.95. BONUS BOOK SELECTION

ELECTRONICS

ri LED CIRCUITS AND PROJECTS.
Covers all kinds of LED applications-
from digital display and logic tester
probes to communications systems and
travel aids for the blind. #21006 $5.25

ri ELECTRONIC CIRCUITBOOK 1:
I I PROJECT CONSTRUCTION.

Covers various kinds of electronic cir-
cuits and projects that can be made
with them *21241. $325 BONUS BOOK
SELECTION

 ri INTRODUCTION TO RADIO
ASTRONOMY
Explains how to construct several low-
cost radio telescopes that are suitable
for observation of solar phenomena.
galactic noise and Intergalactic signal
sources. #21246. $4.50. BONUS BOOK
SELECTION.

 (-1 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITBOOK 5:
LED PROJECTS.
Instructions for making four -layer diode
pulser, avalanche transistor pulser,
high -circuit LED pulser, amplitude -
modulation voice transmitter and re-
ceiver, and solid-state oscilloscope
#21311. $3.75 BONUS BOOK SELECTION

1-1 BUILD -IT BOOK OF SAFETY
I I ELECTRONICS.

Contains ideas for building several
novel projects to protect your home.
family, and car #21334 $3.50.

ri BUILD -IT BOOK OF HOME
- ELECTRONICS.

Put solid-state devices and ICs to worx in
your home. Includes 13 interesting proj-
ects you can build. #21409. $3.50.

1-1 BUILDING AND INSTALUNG
I-I ELECTRONIC INTRUSION ALARMS.

Written for the novice who wants to in-
stall a security system in his home.. and
the technician who wants to enter the
lucrative field of security electronics.
#21465. $4.95.

 UNIQUE ELECTRONIC WEATHER
PROJECTS.
You can build projects to measure tem-
perature, wind speed, and direct on.
barometric pressure and construct a
thermostat "with a brain" to help con-
serve energy. #21484. $795.

ri PRACTICAL LOW-COST IC
- PROJECTS -2nd Edition.

Presents complete parts lists and
schematic diagrams for 38 different.
easy, low-cost Integrated circuit proj-
ects. #21599. $4.50.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROJECTS -
2nd Edition.
IC projects that are useful, fun *o build,
and educational All projec's have
been tested and debugged. #21616.
$550.

ELECTRONIC TELEPHONE PROJECTS.
15 projects that can extend the
capabilities of your present telephone.
#21618 $6.50.

99 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS -2nd Edition.
Choose from audio amplifiers, test
equipment, photography pro acts, or
automobile devices Many can be built
for less than $10 #21635. $4.95.

SIMPLE IC TEST INSTRUMENTS
YOU CAN BUILD.
31 practical Instruments and test acces-
sory circuits you can inexpensively and
easily build from scratch. #21683. $4.95.
ONE EVENING ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS.
Even beginners can build electronic
projects with this book. Simple tools and
readily cvallable components can re-
sult in an evening of fun and useful proj-
ects for the house, garage. workshop, or
office. #21699. $5.95.

COMPUTERS

n GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH
I ---I MICROCOMPUTERS.

Writter
cians. scientists, and others whc need to
know about microcomputers Self -
instructional #21486. $8.95.

ri GUIDEBOOK TO SMALL COMPUTERS.
1--r A must for anyone thinking about buying

a small computer introduces small
computers, software. and hardware
Surveys 21 currently popular systems. In-
cludes a directory of small computer
manufacturers #21698 $4.95

ENGINES

r-1 UNDERSTANDING YOUR CAR.
Not a fix -it -yourself guide! inread. this
book explains problems so that they
can be described to a mechanic
#21623 $8.95

1-1 DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE.
1--1 Explains proper maintenance proce-

dures for the popular, new diesel
engines. #21620. $6.95.

ENERGY

I-1 ENERGY SAVING HOME
I I IMPROVEMENTS.

Outlines conservation projects, includ-
ing furrace efficiency. Insuiction, and
solar collectors. #21605. $7.95.

ri SOLAR HEATING.
1 1 Sound 'acts about heat transfer and

heat retention. Includes excmpies of
use and many illustrations. #21621. $6.95.

Sams
BOOKS

SAVE 10% ON THESE
BRAND NEW TITLES!

ALTOMOTIVE TUNE-UP AND
I EMISSION CONTROL

A do-ff-yourself guide for many servicing
and adjustment procedures which can
be performed by the average person.
#21712. SAVE 10% ONLY $895.

ri ELECTRONICS FOR THE BEGINNER.
Nc previous electronics knowledge is
needed to build exciting projects like
crystal sets, transistor radios, IC amplifier,
CE and aircraft tuners, hi-fi am tuner,
shortwave receiver, and many more 100
Illustrations and step-by-step instructions
make it fun and simple #21737 SAVE 10%

DNLY $6.25.

ri YOU AND YOUR TELEPHONE.
I 1 The complete telephone book. Wtth his

book. you can determine the best tele-
phone system, accessories, cnd services
for your needs and determine whether
ycu should buy and Install your own
equipment, or rent it from your local
phone company. #21744. SAVE 10% .

ONLY $4.45.

1C1 WAYS TO USE YOUR V014. TVM,
AND DVM-3rd Edition.
G ves both common and uncommon
uses of the volt -ohm -meter aid vacuum -
tube voltmeter. Covers equipment
checks, ac and dc voltage tests. dc cur-
rent tests. ohmmeter tests, signal -tracing
tests. alignment applications. aid color tv
tests. Includes numerous illustrations and
diagrams #21756. SAVE 10% ONLY $5.95.

ORDER FORM
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO, INC

430) West 62nd Street, P.O. 3ox 7092
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

(317) 298-5400

Indicate quantity In boxes above and complete
order Information below Return entire ac with order.

Sub Tota

Add local soles tax (where applicable)_

TOTAL AMOUNT

My total exceeds $201 Please send me my FREE BOOK

FREE BOOK Selection

PAYMENT ENCLOSED
(save postage and handling costs)

11 CHECK  MONEY ORDER
MASTER CHARGE OVISA

Interbank No (Master Charge)--

Accoury Number

Expiration Date
Minimum Credit Card Purchase $10

Name (print)

Signotu*e

Address

City State Zip

Prices sJblect to change without notice.
Offer expires 12/31/60

ADO27



MORE IN IT FORYOU

THAN EVER BEFORE!

TRANSISTORS

O

INTEGRATED
on Mrs -7-

Zenith
Univetsal

Souiconductots
A unique,

one numbering
system

of exact and selected

semiconductor
replacements.

'9'GivAL DA RLINGTON

CO

00

0

MORE CROSS-

REFERENCES!

MORE LINE

ITEMS!

MORE SUPPORT

DATA!

itiltit9SO-S1

More reasons
than ever

before
for you to switch

now to the biggest,

broadest
-ever line of

Zenith Universal

Semiconductors
cover-

ing Zenith exact

replacements
...plus

the most populaMr
ty pes

in the industry
ore

triplets, more linear

ICs, more
digitalICs ..

more of everything

than ever before,

including
profits. See

for yourself'.

Call your Zenith distributor now for your
copy of Zenith's latest, greatest Universal
Serr 'conductor cross-reference guide...

and for in,'o on his exciting promotions and pricing!

The quality goes in before the name goes on

Zenith Radio Corporation / Service, Parts & Acce ones Division / 11000 Seymour Avenue / Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Circle (2) on Reply Card




